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A general research fighter yodel was tested in the Langley 7- by 10-Foot
high speed tunnel at a Mach number of 0.3. Strakes with exposed semi.-spanS of 10%,
20%, and 30% of the wing reference semi-span were tested in combination with
wings having leading edge sweep angles of 300 , 44 0 , and 60°. The angie of
attack range was from -4' to approximately 481 at sideslip angles of 0', -5a,
and 5°. The data are presented without analysis in order to expedite publication.
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INTRODUCTION
A current trend in aircraft design is toward configurations which employ
strakes to generate vortex lift in order to .enhance the aerodynamic characteristics
of the configuration.
	
However, very little data is available to assist the
designer in choosing an appropriate strake-wing configuration. tree reference 1.)
A subsonic experimental study of a parametric series of strake-wing configurations
has therefore been undertaken to build a data base for the designer (see ref-
erence 2.)	 The present study investigated primarily the lateral-directional
aerodynamic characteristics of a series of strake wing configurations.	 The
configurations chosen for the present study consist of strakes with exposed
semi--spans of 10%, 20%, and 30% of the wing reference semi-span in combination with
wings having nominal leading-edge sweep angles of 30, 44 0 , and 60.	 The test was
conducted in the Langley 7- by 10-foot high speed tunnel at a Mach number of 0.3.
The angle of attack range was from —40 to approximately 480 at sideslip angles }
of 00 , -5°, and 5°.	 For completeness, the longitudinal data for the config-
urations ebosen for the present study, which are presented.in.refere.nce 2, have
been included in this.report. 	 The data are presented without analysis iu- order





The International System of Units, with the U.S. Customary Units pre-
sented in parenthesis, is used for the physical quantities in this report
(see reference 3).	 The measurements and calculations were made in the U.S.
. Customary Units,	 The data presented in this report are referred to the
r stability axis. system.	 The reference center for moments is shown in Fig-
ure 1(a). The . symbols in parenthesis are used in Table II.
b wing reference span, .50$ m (20.000 in.)
c wing reference chord, 	 .233 in (9,1$5 in.)
(CA) total axial force coefficient,	 Axial Force,.: qS
(CA2) nose axial force coefficient
'.	 .
a
C (CD)D coefficient,total drag coe fici q sF
CD (CD2) nose drag coefficient2
(CDB2) nose drag coefficient correction. for nose balance base pressure
. CD( C) e	 b	
s
total drag coeffici nt correction for mazr^	 glance chamber pre s sure ...







CL (CL) Lifetotal lift coeff'- ci.ent,	 Sb^ q
CL (CL2) nose lift coefficient
2
7 C^(CRMS) total stability axis roiling moment coefficient, 	 Rolling momentqSb
r




beta derivative of total stability axis rolling moment coefficient
computed between	 50	 and	 s _ -50
C^ beta derivative of nose stability axis rolling moment coefficient
S2
h computed between	 = 5°_ and	 0	 .-5°
(CM) total body axis- pitching moment coefficient, 	 Pitching momentqS c
Y	




} Cm.(CMS) Pitching momenttotal stability axis pitching moment coefficient,
	 Sc4 q
F^
Cm (CMS2) dose stability axis pitching moment coefficient
k (CN)	 .
.
total Normal force.normal force coefficient, q Sx:









nose stability axis yawing moment coefficient
Cn beta derivative of total yawing moment coefficient computed




s C beta derivative of nose yawing moment coefficient computed
w
n^
between	 = 50	 and	 _ -50
(CRM) total. body axis rolling moment coefficient,	 Raffling momentqSb
(CRM2) .. nose body axis .rolling moment coefficient
`
,. (CY). Side forcetotalbody axis side
.
 force coefficient,	 .-... q
f.
(CY2) nose body axis side force coefficient
(CYM) total body axis yawing moment coefficient, 	 Yawing moment
qSb
(CY92) nose body axis yawing moment coefficient a
4
r' CY(CYS) Side forcetotal stability axis side force coefficient, -




..___	 _ .	 _	 ._.	 __...4.	 ..._wC2 V.:­ '.__
CY2(CYS2) nose stability axis side force coefficient-I'
C beta derivative of total side force coefficient computed
between
	 R = 5	 and	 R = -5
A( CY beta derivative of nose side force coefficient computedA	
5
S2 between	 = 5°	 and	 R - -50
M(MACH) free stresm Mesh number
^ q(Q) 2free .strewn dynamic pressure., Pa .(1b/ft )
^^ 7
. a
S. wing reference area, .1032 m2 (1.11109 ft ) a
axial distancP .. from.. :exposed strake .the.oretical apex
E
s^ (see Figure 1(c))
Y Local exposed semi-span of strake (see Figure 1(c))
Ymax
maximum exposed semi-span of s^trake; .0254 m (1.0. in.) ,
{	 } .0508 m:(2.0 in..),, and .:0762 m (3.0.in.). for the three.strakes
tested (see Figure 1(c)) t
-.
^y




a2 (ALPHA2) angle of attack of the fuselage nose, degrees
(BETA) angle of sideslip of the model, degrees
02 (BETA2) angle of sideslip of the fuselage no.e, degrees
r



















DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
Drawings of the model tested are presented in Figure 1. Photographs of
the model installed in the 	 by 10-foot high speed tunnel are presented in
Figure 2. The basic model: consisted of a main fuselage with a vertical tail: and.
y.	 a wing and a fuselage nose with a strake. The main fuselage was sting mounted
.t
rt `T 	 on a six-component strain gage main balance which measured the total forces and
moments on the configuration.. The fuselage nose was mounted on a six-component
strain gage nose balance which measured only the forces and moments on the nose
f #:	 and strake. The metric break in the model is shown in Figure 1 and clearly
a
visible in Figure 2.
The uncambered, untwisted wings tested, which are shown in Figure 1(b),
x had nom leading edge sweep angles of 30°, 440 , and 60 0 . These wings
employed a circular are airfoil section with a thickness ratio of 6% at the
fuselage juncture and 4% at the tip. The strakes tested, which are shown in
Figure 1(c), consisted of sharp-edged flat plates.
The centerline mounted vertical, tail, which is shown in Figure 1(d),
employed a circular arc airfoil, section With a thickness ratio of 6% at the







APPARATUS, TES'T'S, AND CORRECTIONS
The investigation was conducted in the Langley T- by 10-foot high speed
tunnel (see reference 4).	 Forces and moments were measured on six component
strain gage balances mounted internally in the model. 	 The test was run at a
i	 Mach number of 0.30 corresponding to a Reynolds number of 1.4 x 10 6 based on
the wing reference chord.
	 The .model was tested over an angle of attack range
from:-4' to. approximately 484 at sideslip angles of 0% -5°, and 5°.	 The
angles of attack and sideslip have been corrected for the effects of sting and
balance bending under load. 	 It should be noted that. the sting support system
which permits testing over this large angle range is designed specifically for
stability testing.
	
Therefore the level of the drag data are questionable for
use in performance analysis.
Jet boundary and blockage corrections have been applied to the data based
on references 5 and 6, respectively. 	 The main balance chamber pressure was
measured and the total drag measurements were adjusted to a condition of free
F
stream static pressure acting over the base of the model. 	 The nose balance
base and chamber pressure were also measured and.the nose drag measurements
were adjusted to a condition of free stream static pressure acting at the base
of the nose. 	 Transition strips 0.16 cm (0.0625 in.) in 'width of No. 120
Carborundum grains were placed 2.54 cm (1.0 in.) aft of the leading edge of
the wings, strakes, and vertical tail as well as 3.05 cm (1. 2 in.) aft of the









The results are presented without analysis in order to exf.e publicaticn.
The data are presented in the following figures:
Figure
Longitudinal and lateral-directional data
= 30°	 3
`	 A	 = 440 	
Aw_60°	 5
Lateral-- directional derivative data:
A T = 30°	 6
A	 440	7 	 4w ry
A	 = 60°	 s 
,i
It should be noted that the metric break in the strake wing permits flow to
-	 bleed through the Lifting surface.	 This bleed flow is significant in that it
can reduce the angle of attack for vortex breakdown by several degrees in
comparison with the corresponding configuration with the metric break sealed.
F
i (See reference 2.) 	 'r
The run schedule is presented in 'fable Z.
	 A,tabvlation of the aerodynainic
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97 .0 440 Large.. On
101 0 Medium On
.103 5 On
104 -5 On































DIASA-Langley` Form 10 (AUG 1969)
TABLE f I. TABULATION OF THE AERODYNAMIC COHFICIENTS.
NASA LA14OLEY 7 X 10 141CM SPEED TUNNEL
TEST 24 6T► IIACN 4 MINA •ETA CL CO CMS CRNS CYNS Ctt3 CotNVN NURB ►A DES DEG10637 •301 605402
-050
- *.01 -4406 .0170 00010 -00007 -.0014 -.0072 0006710656
10657
0301 60.41.7 -3692
-4,09 -92112 00298 .0406 -00009 -60013 -00111 0005,







-*01 00336 golfs .0046 -.0003 -.0012 -•0122 .00571646 003 00894 00196 -•0226 -.0009 -.4006 -•0099 •009610640 8361 Wital 3.98 *10 01934 00252 -•0428 -.0005 -.0006 -.0146 .005910661 .301 6047.5 6013 014 01197 402 -.0679 -.0003 -.000'3 -•01'37 .00611.0662 .300 6033.9 7090 *22 04410 00740 -.0754 -60005 -00001 -•01116 .006310663 .300 602995 goal *26 .5.347 4!447 -00720 -.0061 -.000.0 = .0197 .006310664 .2.99 +*999.2 11.90 .30 X6625 61621 -.0606 -•0001 00003 -.0213 n 006010665 •3Q0 6013.0 13695 .40 .7866 .2078 -.0551 •0000 .0003 -.0232 .005710666 0300 6021.6 15.86 .42 ,9302 .2758 -.0638- -.0005 .0005 -.0236 .006210467 8300 6006.5 57677 .43 1.0643 •3506 -n 07Z3 +00004 40011 -0236 .006510668 *300 602096 19060 .41 1.1799 .4311 -.0736 -.0004 .001E •-.0263 •006410664 40300 6006.0 21.76 .38 .193306 .5358 -.0697 .0.005 .0024 -.0271 .006010670 . *300. 6029.7 21019 430 104516 .6389 -.0631 .0010 00030 -00289 .Goss10671 2300 6036.7 25061 937 1.'3454 .7383 -.0561 60010 .0035 -.0005 4005510612 *SOO 6037.4 27.72 .49 186764 .6749 -.0358 .0008 00045 -.0345 0005610673 8301 6052•.10 29686 449 1*7666 100034 -•0123 .0018 •0052 -.0856 ,004510674 0300 603544 31.85 049 108005 101037 .0516 00021 .0026 -.0344 .005010675 6301 6052.2 33.74 .064 1.7144 1*1275. .1.236 .0024 .0053 -60364 0007510676 *301 6062.9 35.70 ..	 .71 4'31674 1.2327 01300 .00" ;0037 -.0360 .007710677
..299 s983.t 31.87 .67 1..7789 1.'3574 .1361 .0027 .0067 -.03'15 .007010478 .301 6054.2 39050 076 187737 1.4324 .1409 .0038 .0061 -.0387 .60531Ob79 .300 6003.3 41.62 .85 1.7366 1•S267 .1639 .4026 .0056 -.0346 .030710660 .300 6035.9 -449 .00 - n 0472 .0174 .0076 +•0005 -.0012 -.0186 .0056
TEST 24 RUN 6
-	 TP: NACN 0 ALPHA eET: CN CA CA CRN CV0 CyNUN #IUNi PA DEG DEC
10655 *301 605962 -.90 -.01. .600407. 4 .6167 40070 -00007 -.001.! -.00721:0656 .301 6041.7
.3 4z
-009 -.2127 .0153 •0408
-.0010 -.0012 -4011116657 0301 606191 -1066 -006 -01049 00164 00197 -00005 -.0014 -0010610658 0301 6060.4 -.is -001 -.0338 octal .0046 -.0004 -.0012 -.0122106ti9 .300 6031.5 1.46 .03 •0900 .0163 -..0226 =.0009 -,0606 -0404410666 .301 60494 3.aa 010 *1940 .01s0 -.0428
-.0005 -.0007 -.014610661 .301 604795 6.13 014 *3229 .0126 -.0679 -..0002 -.0004 -6015710662 6300 60330 7.40 021 .4470 60127 -90754 - 0,0005 -.0002 -.019610663 .300 60211*5 9.117 .26 .5447- ,0114 -40720 -.0001 -.0000 -.019710644 0299 599962 11090 .30 •6796 .0122 -.0606 -60001 .0002 -.021310665 0300 601300 13.95. 40 .8134 .0.120 -00551 -.0001 .0003 -.923210666 .306 6021.6 15.46 2
13
.9702
.0111 -.06.36 +-0006 .0063 -..023610667. .300.'. 6606.5 17.71. 1.1204 .0059 -.07M..- -.0003._ .0001 -.0256
10668 •300 602006 19460 .41 1*2561 .0059 -.0738 -40010 .0015 -.026510669 .300 6006.0 21076 .36 1.4344 .0042 -.0697 -.0004 .0024 -.027110670: .300 602:407 23.69 *b0 145459 .0018 -00631
-.0003 .0631 -0026910671 6300 6036.7 26861 .37 197127 -40022 -•.0561 -0006 .0036 -.030510672 .300 6037.4 27.72 049 100910 -.0053 -.0358 -.0014 .0044 -.034514673 .301 60.52.9 29966 *49 2.0317. -00094 -.0123 -60010 .0054. -0035610674 •3.00 603544 11.64 •49 1"ll6 -.0122 .0516 .0004 40053 -.034410.615 .301 6062.2 33.74 .64 260519
-.0148 .1236 -00010. .0051 -.036410676 0301 6062.4 35.70 .71 291366 -.01711 01301) -80013 40061 -.036810677 *399 5,963.2 31.87 .6.1 202376 -.0204 .:1361 -40020 .0069 -.035510678 .301 6054.2 3440 976 202790 -60231 01400 -.0010 90071 -4036710679 •300 6005.3 .41.62 ams. 203274 - 00253 91639 -.0016 .0059 -403461.0680 x300 103569 -04.9 .00 -804T4 .0170 4OD76` +.0004 -.0012 -.01E5
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TEST. 24 RUN	 6
Tf N6CH 4 A1RNA2 SET42 CH2 CA2 {M2 CRM2 c
 CYZ COC2MOM Nulls !A DEC
DEC
10655
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-.000210605 .301) 6003.9 6.04 5*01 .2179 .0135.0112
- : 04500656 -.0151-.6172 0235 -.0675104920090 -.300.100 6015.9602501 7065 Sell, •4379 00113 0761 -.02zb
.0211
.022a -00904P-.092110691 .199 5987.7 9: ,Bb .it IT 5.17so O's 14966942 . .0102*019% -.0742-00641 -*0250 0219: -.01597101492 0300 6036.9 13#11 spot *7491 84098 -4590 -.6264--.6266 0931 ^0
.04
0905
















6067-7604689 21.90 9*06 41*7990 -4069 *03T!*
-60366
-.0213 .01.62.001? -.067 
4
-,0481.14101 Mal3103 9094.41 1089461.9907 -40045 .0564• -.0169 -.057 -.02x9 
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-. 001.6.10104.
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NASA LANGCEy 7 X 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
A.
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	 7 x lb M1cH SPEED TUNNEL
TEST 24
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TEST` . 24	 RUN
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10716 0300 6020.9 .0036 00114 .0143 00005
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.011410769 .301 604541 .75 4.94 00444 00195 -00094'
-00029 -60113 -
-.0124 -0079
TEST 14 RUN	 9
.T ► NACH 0 ALPHA BETA CN	 .. CA CM' CRN CYR CYNUN NUNO. ...	 ►A Ott.: DEG
10745' 6300 6036.2 .81 4.91 40450 .0170 -.0099
-*0025
-.Otis -.015010746 0300 6010.3
-1096 9007
-00927. 00172 #015? .0026 -00101







6010.6 2.04 4008 61091 00119 -0023!
-.0043 -.Q110
-.01226019.0 3099 4003 62124 •0146 -0044+_
-00064
-*0103
-.009710750 0.300 $99964 6005 9*02 03557 .0140 -•0600!.
-.O30i -.01.06. -.012410751 .500 600404 7.90 1013 64617 .0121 -.001[
-.0140
-.0109 -.0167107'32 *300 600002 9.73 1613 05434 .0122 -6079!
-.0190
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-00091
-,013630755 0300 602163 15996 9004 09036 -0094
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-80070 -.0105307!6
-300 6034.1 17*00 .4.04 1.13bb: *0087 -.0726
-.0244
-.0059 -.019110737 ..300 601064 19.00 5.11 1.3133 .0068
-40730
-60342 -.0063
-6016710750 *300 ' 803306
-21.64 9-04 1.4232 .0036
-.071' -.039a
-.0060 -.0069
20759 .300 6009.3 23.95 5.12 1.4953 .0009 -.0431
-60419 -00057
-0007910760 6300 6016.1 23070 5.12 10331
-00010 -0034' -*0444
-00067 -.000710761 •300 6615.4 27009 4.74 107024
-00056 .040.
-.0240 -•0207 .016710762 .300 601000 20.89 5005 1.0921 -40000 .033:
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a '
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NASA LAWStEV : 1 10 NIGH SPEED TUNNEL
PEST A% RUN	 10..
TP RACH 0 ALPHA
.
K14 CL CD CNS	 .. CPR$ CYvm1 CYS COC
NUN "URN PA 014 DEC
30779 .IGO 6024.& .47 -4.61 .004b .0176 -.0049 -.0010 •0091 .0266 •0076
10771 .301 41027.3 -2.16 -4.77 -.060? .0200 .0207 -40048 .008! .0273 .0010
10771 0301 4045.1 444 -400 .Oab3 .0166 -.0049 -.0001 .0100 .0287 .0079
10713 .301 6056.2 2.01 -4042 .0404 -0195 -.0215 .0024 .0094 .0276 .0073
10774... .300 603094 4.11 •4.44 .alas 60110 -00451 .0061 .0099 .0292 .Gov,
107TS AGO 6026.2' 6206. X9.09 .3214 .0470 -.0.636 .00OV. .0049 .OSIQ .0073
10176 -300 8410d.3 6.09 -4.91 .4598 .0760 -.0774 .0243 .0097 .0712 .0013
° 10T71 .301 6036.4 9.94 -5013 .5539 .1097 -.074% .0144 00093 .02641 .0013
.10774 •100 6015.1 11071 -5.02 06676 .1511 -.0666 .0200 .0090 .0274 .0074
10779 .300 6024.2 13.74 -%.1% .7410 .2020 -60626 .Ozol 40074 .0260 .0074
10160 0301 604166 15.94 -4.46 .9407 .2760 -.0516 .0217 00047 .Qt32 10078
1074E .300 61)10.7 .17.44 -4.87 1.0405 .3504 ^-.0558 .0217 .0916 .0146 .006010M... 1300 6025.6 14.43 -4.91 1.1451 .4384 -.6600 .9339 -.DOlx .0117 .0017
€ 10783 .301 6034,3 21.92 -4.89 1.3115 .5327 -.0558 ..GIST -.0020 .0066 40069
10164 .300 6016.5 23.24 -402 1.4544 .6465 -.0528 .0416 -40055' -.0011 .0070
10765 4300 602406 25.60 -5.2S 3.5414 .7405 -.0344 .0460 -.0079 -.0040 .0069
10740 .300 &431.4 27.72 -4.93 10546 .4102 .0392 .0312 .0115 -.01714 .0092
10787 . .300 4010.0 29.63 -4.76 1.6361 49284 .0572 .0316 .0168 -.0260 .0095
50746 .300 6010.5 3 1. 40 -5.1.0 1.6641. 1,.93137 .0650 .0344 .0ell. -.0351 .0094
10749 4200 6010.5 33.76 -4.041 1.6895 1.1149 .0421 .0339 .Q29b -.0361 .'.0110
14790 .301 6034.6 35.62 -3604 106911 1.20;3 .0936 40130 .0368 -.0163 .0109
._ 10191 .300 GOZ4.1 17.411 -1.11 1.1034 1.2994 .1258 -	 .0%21 .0334 ".0177 .011E
10792 .305 604>.l 39.43 -5.04 14109 1.3069 .1340 ; OhZ4 .0310 -,0115 .0110
141#3 . 101 6060.2 +t l -1.60 .0116 . ulbl - 4 0030 .0000 .0090 *oVe .0079
T,	t 24 RUN	 lA
7 ► " 11ACH o A LPHA BF TI CN C& CM CISR Cra CT
k; HON NUMI ►# DEG tfEG
10770 .300 6029.8 .47 -4.62 .0004 .0175 -.Ott4v -,0011 .0091 .0265
10771 .301 6037.5 -2.16 -^ 77 -.0414 .0169 .0!07 -.0045 .01145 .0'573
loll; .101 boi5.1 .44 -4.98 .0064 .0169 -.01)049 -.0008 .0100 .0207
10771 .301 6056.2. 2.0.1 24.9# .0610 .0166 -.0315 .0020 .0095 00.76
`.10174. .300. 6030.0 4k. 1.1 - 4.44 .2.122 .0154 -.0.51 005] ,0104 .0192
10779 .300 6028.2 4.06 "S' at 0250 .0127 -.0.36 .0016 .0108 .0310
10776 .300 6003.3 8.09 -41 93 01663 .0134 -.0174 .2124 .0116 .0312
k 10177 .301 6016.4 4.96 -5 13 .5645 00120 -.0145 .0166 .OM .0264
q 10776 .500 6015.7 11.71 -3.at .090' .0121 -10566 .0176 .0129 .0k74
10779 .300 6024.2 13.71 -4,41 .5066 00107 -.0526 .017# .alto .0260
loved .301 :404106 15.94 -4..44 .9411 .009.1 -.0576 .OZOS .0108 .02311
_ 10761 .300 bola.? 1T.841 =4.47 1.1170 .0061 -.OsSB, ,0156 .0102 .0166
30702 .500 6025.6 19.43 -04.91 1.2741 .0070 -.0)03 .0123 .0103 .0517
10783 -301 6434.3 41.92 -4,49 1.1174 .0034 -.0555 .0534 -0115 .0066
1'0784 .309. 4:024.3 23.84 -4..72 1.5953 ..05116 -.d1t^ .040! .51117 -.0033
10745 •300 6024.6 23660 -5,.23 1.7154 -.00uh -.0148 00440 .0121 -.0040
20706` .160 603204 37.72 -4-93 1.7x31 -.0009 .0591 .07.22 .0247 -60114
10787 .100 6010.0 29.63 -4.741 1.041] -.0061 .0572 .0181 .03.0 -.0200
10764 .300. 60.19..5 31.80.. -%.10 1.979" -.0119 .0570 .0141 .0361 ^.01'$1
107e9 000 6010.2 39.76 -4.44 2.024.2 -.0122' .o921 .0117.. .0433 -.0363 .
10190 .]O1 2294.4 35.82 -S.0• 2.0757 -.0153 .0736 .0041. .0507 -.0163
10791 .1410 6024.1 17.41 -S. i3 2.1412 -.0186 .1258 40127 10523 -.0177
10791 •301 6043.1 39.45 -'#.04 5.2005 -.0311 .1140 .0130 .6509 -.0115
10743 .$al 6060.2 .57 -%.do .0116 .bldo -.0230 -10001 .0096 .02'.'!8
^1
.	 b







































-.0001 .0003 .0129 .0152 0001110774
. 300 6030.6 4.17 -1052 .0644 00115































































.5145 +0107 .0074 .0139 .003310706
.900 641655 23.90 N.42 •5740
.2040 .4346 111 .0059 .0142 .4047








































E	 * 10790 5301 6034.6 35.17
-1.66
.7144

























.0033 .0003 .0126 .0146 .0011 9









































.0002 .0129 .0152 ,00031o??4
10775


























.1235. .0636 .0 31
.0174. .0003


































.0003 .34'.9 0067. .0311 .0140 .0006









- .Q 139. .aDQa
30781 .300.
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. 00 59 .Q108 .01.48 .0049
.: 10709 .300 4410.5 31.06 ^-i.70 ,OtT6
-. 021.1 .6.113 .0075
.0315' .0164 .0021
€.. 10740






























































































-.0502 .0003 -.00L3 .0009 ,0057





















.006711046 0300 599902 10.31 •22 .5701 .1032 -.2652 .Dact -.0005 -.0046 .007311049 1300 6004.5 11.91 .t4 .6406 .1362 -.279.5 .0004
-.0006 -.0095 .007511050 .300 6010.0. 11.65 .24 67126 01TAO -.1025 .0003
-.0006 -.0106 .007311051 .290 6000.6 1S.07 .31 .6193 .2303
-.3390 .0087 -.0003
--.4122 .0074
g	 11052 .300 602062 17.95 614 .9110 .2913. -63741 •0004 -60001 -.0140 .006911033 0300 A001*T 19.11 070 *9711 *3406 -.3996 .0006 .0004 -.0156 .006411054 .300 5996.5 21.71 •42 1.0559 .4123 -.4315 .0003 .001- -.4164 .006311055 .100 6014.1 23.71 .45 1.1461 .4422 -04613 .0004 .0021
-.0177 .00661.1056 0300 600269 1.5660 .45 1.1290 .3796
-.9256 .002? .0017 -.0149 .007411057 .301 6060.7 27.62 .39 1.2376 .6416
-.5446 .0043 .0000 -.0099 .007911050 *304 603605 29.67 046 1.2124 .6977 -,3399 .0075 -.0071 .0016 .009311059 0300 6014.9 31.62 051 1.1667 .7202 -.1256 .00L4 .0050
-.0240 .010611061. .300 5996.1 35054 .64 1.1616 .T?IS -.5363 .0006 .0074
-.0360 .010611062 .300 601960 35.13 .65 1.1661 -- nOU 4 -.5974 .0025 .0074 -.4342 .011111063 •296 $951.1
-.43 -.00
-.0151 .0156 .0040 .0040
-.0013 -.0069 .0077
TEST ZR RUN	 21
TP MACR a ALPHA $CIA CM CA CM cIm crn toNOM Ni#M6 PA DEG DEG.
"	 11040 0341 6036.5
-.43
-.01 -00115 .0155 .0[47 .0001
-.0017 .002511041 .301 6056.2 -7.97 -.07
-.1706 .0122 00116 .0004
-.0021- .005111049 0301 6035.0
-2.20
-.04 -.0903 .0146 .x369 .0001 -40017 .002311041 .301 604.163 -66)
-t01 -.0016 .0112 .00104 .0001
-.pOltr .00141104 1501	 .. 6036.4 1.90 .02 •.1112 .0107 -.4102 .0003
-.0013 .4009.11045 .Dol 6036.9 4.04 .05 .2256 .Olzo -.1.156 .0007 -.0050
-.002611046 .300 6026.0 5.69 .00 n3126 .0035 -.1.74 .0006
-.0006 -.003911047 .300- 6016.1 7082 .13 .4303 .0060 -.2u10 .0005
-.0006 -.006:11046 4300 599962 10131 ,RE .5601 .QOZ9 -.2ei5Z .0004
-.0004 -.009631049 .300 $004.3 11.91 .24 .6352 ,0011 -.Z1195 .0005
-.4405 -.009$110. 50 .100 6010.0 23045 .29 .7316 -.0011
-.3025. .000.4 -.0004 --•010611051 .100 6008.4 15.67 «31 .6511
-.0926 -.3190 .0000
-*0001 -.0122110!2 .300 6010*2 17.95 .34 .9563
-.0043
-.3241 .0004 .0001 -.014011053 .300 6001.7 19.11 .36 1.0300 -0071
-.3196 .0004 .0006
-.015611054 .306 5996*5 11.72 -42 1.1335 -.0077 -.4'133 .0004 x0012 -.01641105! .10*0 6014..1 23.71 .63 1.1471
-.4103 -.41113 -.0005 .aa2i
-.0177
11036 *100 6002.4 Z5.60 4S 1.3567
-*0131 -,5136 .0017 .00x7
-.01491105? .301 606007 27.62 ,.39 1.4120 -.0144 -.5346 .0036 .0Ot6
-.009911050 .301 6036.6 29.67 "146 1.4146 -.0121. -.5104 .0101
-.002 ♦ .00161105!.- 1300 '601409 11.62 57 1.3461 -.0009 =.5156 -.0414 .0050 -.QZ4011061 .300 5996.2 33.34 .64 1.4111 -.0099
-.5303 -.0036 .0061 -.030014062 .300 6019*0 15.51 ,65 1.4269 -.	 932 -.9374
-.002] .0075
-*0342110b:31 .241 $957.2 ­063 =*015Z .01'55. .01040 .0004 0:4013 *0069
? (	 In-ALI TY
Y
MAS4 L6N5LE•
TEST 24 RUM	 21TE MAC" 4 AL7HA2 8ET42MUK MU"B 74 DEG 0#S&LOGO •301 6038.5 -.43
-.Ot11041 0301. 6036.2
-3.9711042 .301 60334
-2.20 -.0611041 .301 604003 -063 -*at11046
.301 6036.4 1.90 .0411045 .301 603969 4.04 .Y{.11046 .300 6026.0 3.69 -1511047
.300 6016.1 7962 .t3
.11096
.300 5999.2 10631 .3611049 ,300 6004.5 11.90 .3911050 .300 6010.0 13.95 647110.91 .300 6008.6 15.46 .5111052 GO 6020.2 17.93 .9711053 .300 600107 19.70 .6411094
.300 5996.5 2102 06911055
.300 6014.1 2301 .7511056 0300 600269 25.79 67711057 0301 606097 27.61
-7111051 .101 6034.6 29.16 .6111039
.300 602409 31.61 .9611061 .300 39%.2 33.53 1.0311062
-300 6019.0 31,51 1.0611063
.L►B 5451.2
-.43 -.01











.301 6036.4 1090 .0411045 .361 6035.9. 4.04 61011046 9300 6028.0 5069 . ►511047
.300 6016.1 7.02 .21&LOGO
.300 5999.2 10.31 .361101#9
.300 6004.5 11.90 .3411050 .300 6010.0 11.85 .4711051
.100 6005.1 15.86 .5111052 .300 6OxO62 17.95 .5713053
-300 6001.7 19.70 66411054
.306 $996.5 21.72 05911055 .300 601441 23.11. .75
11056 .300 60.OZ.9 25.79 ,7711057
.301. 6060.7 x7.61 .7311658
.301 6036.6 19.86 .6311059 ,300 6024.9 51.61 .9611061. .300 5996.2 33053 1.0511062







































































































































































































































































































L :. . .
HASA L11414EY 7 X 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
TEST 24 RUN	 26
TP MACH 0 ALPHA BETA CL CD CHS CRNS CYMS CYS CDC
NUM HUH6 PA DEG DEG
11150 .300 60490.5
-.42 -.02 -.0083 .0172 .0050 -.0001 -00021 00185 .0057
1.1131 .300 602901 -3094 -.OS -01792 .0282 .0616 -.0000 -.0019 .0190 .0057
11152 ADD 6054.3
-1.99.
-604 -.0732: .0201 .0264 -.001 -.0017 .0153 .0057
•	 11153 .301 4075.7. -.62 -:62 -.0001 .0191 10014 .0000 -.0016 40143 .0057.
11154. ..700 6046x1 1.99 .02 01149 .QZ17 -.0378 -.0003 -.0015 .0109 .6056
11155 .301 6067.6 3.48 .04 .2303 .0315 -.0760 .0001 -.0013 .0097 .0059
11156 .300 6044.0 6.06 .06 .3513 .05IG ^.1150 -.0009 -.Doug .0082 .0062
11157 0300 6636.1 0.03 .08 .5675 .0782 -=1456 .0003 -.0007 .0066 .0065'
11150 .300 6044.1 4.08 -05 05467 .1057 -.1570 -.0001 -.0002 00049 .0064
11159 .300. 6039.9 11.63 .09 .67$2 .1536 -.1785. -.0001 . -..0004 .0030 .0062
11160 .300 6046.0 18.00 .06 .6267 .2117 -.2282 -.0010 .0005 .0009 .0069
11161 .900 6045.6 15.43 .13. 49500 .2805 -.2657 -00020 .0012 -►0031 .0070
11162 :z99 6000.2 17496 .10 161081 .3674 -.3078 -.0027 .0017 -.0944. '.0061
11163 .300 6029.6 14.78 .12 1.1033 .4407 -.3310 -.0029 .0023 -.0070 .0066
11164 .249 6007.3 21094 613 1.3611 .5542 -.3656 -.0017 .0030 -.0100 .0061
11165 4300 6055.6 23.79 .21 1.1#363 .6354 -.3T90 -.0013 .0042 -.0151 .0058
11166 .300. 6019:1 25.81 .42,9 1.5616 .7552 -.394T -.0002 .0038 -.0171 .0055
11167 .300 6024.2 2703 .z1 1.4743 .7705 -.26.44 .0010' .6027
-.0151 .0071
11166 .300 6049.4 29.64 .15 1.48J4 .&346 -.2163 .0004 .0035 -.0150 .0071
11969 .301 6067.8 31.67 .14 1.4921 ,9461 -.1976 .0013 .0032 -.0166 .4071
11170 0299 6016.0 33.60 021 1.5284 1.0001 -.1852 .0016 .0030
-.0206 .0071
7:1171 .300 6040.6 35.39 .25 1.5495 1.0803 -.1710 .0016 .0036 -.0246 .0061
11172 .300. 6034.5 37.61 .27 1,3626. 1.1783 1620 .0015 .0035
-.4270 .0090
11173 .301' 6059,.4 39.74 032.'. 1.362.3 1 ::705 . ».1527 .0011 .0094 -.0265 .0102
11174 .299 6015.0 41.6.1 .35 1.5317 1.34+5 -.1296 .0010 .0032 x.0304 .0123.
11175 .300 6040.0 -044 x.01 -.0154 .0174 .DC40 -.0002 -.0016 .0021 .0057
TEST 44 RUN	 26
TP MACH 0 ALPHA SETA CN CA CN CRK CYN CY
NUM HUH{ PA' DEG. DEG:
11150 .306 6.048.5 -.42 -x02.
-.0084 40171 .0050 -.0002 -.0021. .0185
11151 .300 6028.1 -3094 -.0¢ -.1007 .0158 :0616 -.0002 -.0019 .0.190
11152 .300 6054.3 -1.99 -004 -.0739 .0175 .0164 -.0002 -.0017 .0153
11153 .3ol 6075.7 -.42 -.02 -00003 10191 .0014 .0000 =.0016 .0143
11154 .300 6046.1 1.89 .02 .1156 .0179 -•0378 -.0003 -.0015 .0109
:12155 .301 606708. 3.98 004 .2319 .0154 -.0760 .0002 -.0013 .0097
11156. .300. 6041,.Q 6.06 .06 ..3548 .0136 -.1150 -.0000 -.Oo09 .0062
11157 400 6026.1 6.03 as .4738 .0121
-..1j56 0004 -.0006 .0066..
11159 .306 604401 9.60 ,05 .5567 .0103 -.It70 .0001 -.0002 .0049
11159 .300 6039.9 11.63 .00 .6453 :0116 -.1-'05 .0000 -.0004 .0030
11160 .300' 6046.0 13.x6 1108 .8547 .0133 -.2'_$2 -.003.1 .0063 .0009
11161 .300 6045.8 15.53 .13 .9905 .0107 -.2$57 -.0022 .0006 -.0031
11162 .245 6000.2 17.66 110 1.1674 .0099 -.3728 -.0031 .0008 -.0044
11163 .3.00 6024.6 19.78 .42 1.2833 .0066 -.3410 -.0036 .0012 -.0070
11164 .299 6007.3 21.94 .13 1.4696 .0056 -.3156 -,0027 .0021 -.0100
11165 .300 6055.6 23.76 .121 1.5706 .0023 -.3190
-;Ooze .0033 -.0151
11-166. .300 6019.1 25.81 .25 1.7346. .0000 -.3947 -.0018 .0035 -.01T1
11167' .300 6024..2 27.93 121 1.663.6 -.Q070 -.2144 -.0004 •0029 -.0151
11168 0300. .6040.4 29.6.6 ..	 . .IS 106994 -.0073 -.2:63 -.0013 .0033. -00150
.	 11969. .301 6067.8 31.67 •-14 1.7467 -..0107 - -.11!76. -.0006' .0034 -.016$-
11170 ..299 6018.8 33.60 .41 1.8265 -.0128 -.1E52 -.00o4 .0035 -.0208
-	 -	 11171. -	 0300- -6040.6	 - -35.59 -25	 -.1.8934 -.0167 -.17.10 ^.0007 .0039 -.0256
11172 .300 6034..5 37.61 .27 1.9569 -.OZ03 -.16?6 -.0010 ' _	 .0037 -.0270
11173 .301 6059.4 39.78 .32, 200136 -.0233 -.15:7 -.0020 .0041 -.0265
1117.4 :. .299 6015.0 41..81
	 ... ..33 1.0314 -..1296 -00014 .0031 -.0304
11175 :300 4060.8 x.44 -.01 -.0911 .0172. 4064.0 -.0002: -.0015 . .0021
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
PaOR ^U,ALTY
y:NASA LAMCLEI' 7 R YO HIGH SPEED TUNNEL .











































































































































































































































































-.004'1 .0001 .0005 .0012 .0001




































































-0001 .0002 .0006 .0004



















.00096000.2 12.86 33 .2'183 .0019 .2269
















































































































-.0126 .0001 .000.0 -.0002 .4000
_Y
NASA LANGLEY
7 X 10 RIG14 SPEO TUMPIEL







OEQ ct co cmi CA ms c Vfts CYS toe11116MIT .341.300 4073.66055.3 .611-3*20 4p:944 as .0199 :0156 -.010a -.0101 G?so -.0752
.
.0076%1174. bob5se
-1.94 9.01 •a301 -.1529-00912 0225.0183 *0469 -60050 .0199 -40594 .0066000 60tb-T 4.9?
-01?2 -0155 .0275 -.0056 .0190. -60591 .0068
.200
*301 6044.fig 660 Zia% 54:ib 41183 .0165
-.0073
-.0333 -.0099 .02ss6.025'! -00?67 40073
.301 6065.0, 4.495.86
50 
a5.00 *2163.3259 .0260 -0746
-.0734















.0075a1196 4949*0 14.00 40"4.99 n 6661.6199 .1540• 1133
-
. 1937 -.0139 00275 -*0761 .0479tile?11168 .1004300 6015.16042.0 6.94- .9757 O2$74
- 2262
-.2n d -.01.34-.070 -0332.0312 -.0621 .008111189 •300 6020,0 9 21.1619.93 54065.14 1.06011.1900 .3492 -.2942. -.6225 .
.04303706
-.4014
-.OSZ3 .00.7.9.00?9111 roo .300 6096.1 21.95 9.16 1.3003 64344.524#3 -.31ab -.0249 •
a
-.0 59 . 0078latex11196 0300 1.03403 23*47 5g01 1021102 .5638
-0319








•300 4040.6 29454 44104099 1.31631-4131 .7291.. -.2312 -.0123 -.0126 -. 0064
.004
11196 i3004300 6007.16042.6 31.5633*64 4.43 1.4642
0925M$ -'2203-.2223 --0161am •-.0253-- 0438 .0467.
.0137k
40102
11197 6036.7 3S.61 40005609 1.47731.4637 . 4653 -.2003 -:0121 -.0651 •01391119611199 .301.299 6063.4
1L. 024i1.10231.46 62 -.1499-.1160 -.0364-,0391 -.0553-.03.56 :0110 . 01464300 . 6029.1 1946
















C" CA. cm CY11176 .301 6071.8
605,5 .3- .
.64
-3.20 4.944e6s .001 -0155 -.0100 - , 91 04 .0249 -.075211178 .301 606sis
-1-94 9.01 -*1539-.0917 .0139
-0152 .0469 .0192 -.09411179
11160
305507 00 4.07 0274 Olss .0275-.0073 -.0101
11261 .i0p.301 604601606907 2,034.09 4.65sloe :0969 .0150 -.0i53 -.0122 .0239
-oo?67
-.073411182 .301 6065.4 5,86 5*00 217603206 .0125•0111 46 -.01013 0233 -.075911163
11144 .








-:008,1 2-1 31,5.14 1.2660 0027
32190Allot •700 6026x16034*3 21.93Is.*? 5:X6I a t 1.1, 4201.3969 .0003 '192;92 . .0347 -.60611119211193 .301 4071.6bable? 21.6421467 9.01 1.4569
-.0025
-.0045 -.2!40 -.0151
-.0126 .0043-.0011 -.DZ9514194 .100 6040.6 29.46 4.7e4099 1*56991.6203 -.10054- -.Z-lz -.0049 -.0169 -.006411195 .300 6057.1 31.56 4.93 1.7115 .0480 Z; 0 3
-.ZT23 -.0015 -.0300 .006711 -19611191 404zefi 3t.633%.62 4.90 1.7648 ZC 03
.0083
.0175 -.0*63
-40665 .0136Inge .301 6*61.4 3?.5.7 $.go5.03 1.7887A.83"2 -.0466 ..0026 -.0661 .011511,199 ease 602903 3.09 1.8902 -.oZG4




























































































































































































































































1137.9, .300 6056.7 .38 4.98 .0024 .0059 .0020
.6002
.0001

















































































































































































11240 .300 6033.8 .49
_








































































































































































































































































7 X 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
i
CL	 CD	 CMS


































	 .1350	 40135	 .0274	 .0701
	 .8060
.5373	 .1033	 .15ab	 00160
	 .097	 60684	 00082
.6462
	 .1429	 .1863
	 .0154	 0316	 .0692
	 .0092
.7860 -	 .2047	 .2126	 .0104	 .0328	 .0690
	 .0060
.9350
	 cZ746	 -.2539	 •0139	









	 -.2619	 .0094	 .0126	 .0250	 .0089	 -:a1.3374	 .6415	 -.2415





	 .8171	 -.2260	 .0160	 .0371
	
-.0404






















	 - .0678-	 .0074




-.1617	 .0149	 .0042	 .0027
	
-.0211	 .0602	 F



























































































NASA 16N&lEf 7 X 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL









































t 11206 •}40 bOSt•1 4.06
-4.97







•300 6050.0 7.90 »4.9.0 004E 0167
.0559
0793
.0022 .01$7 •0159 .0012















.0112 .0150 •00300 ty3100 ..6039.0 11.06 --4.57 .2415 .0621 .1921 .0059 .0119 .0172 .003 _3 11214 300 6039.4 19.95
-4660 02703 .0806•0986 .2245 .0063 •0104 .0152 .0044
E 11215













00611t2tT 0300 .6039.1 25.80
-4.64 •3530
.1732 .3530

























.300 602646 33476 -4.33 .4317
.6306
.2756 .4614
.010 5 .0137 .0284
.009616223
.300 0039.1 37.61
-4.63 .4566 . 3104
-3354





.6137 .0100 .0397 .010011225







































































4 11206 0300 boaors 7.90 -5.90
.0863 .0051:.0049 .0743 -0008'. .0129 .0155






























11214 .}DO' 6039.4 19.95 x5.60 •2676 .4006 .2920. '.0027
.0031
.01:1:1. .0152 .0013










.3326 .0000 c2 10 .0034- .0119
-0154
-001511217 •300 6039.1 21.60 -4.69 .3 602•4029
0 014
•9024 -1156 -0036 .0122 .0161 .00'16112te










































.0005 .0197 .0337 .0026



















443A LANGLEY 7 X 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL




























.0226 .0463 .0035 -.0006
-•0152 .0067
11206 .300 605409 .10 4046 .0361
.0194
.0143
•0310 00032 -.0094 -.0159 .0070
13266
11244
•301 6074.4. _	 1.95































.3Q0 b0;4.8 4.80 10.32
.4025
$4z? •0693.1022 -.1357-.I579 -.9115 -•9078 -.Olf1r°;	 - 1]273
11274

















--2246. -.0.130 -.0027 -,0279 .00.78







-.2593. -.0.165 -.0005 -.0328
.9074














































































































ALPHA BETA CN Cn CA CRM CYN CY
















































































































































































6076.4 39.76 10.07 1,4328 .9222 -.1388
-,0054
-.0411 -,03866049.3
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ALPNAZ 8ETA2 CO2NUN NUN* EA DEG DEC



























































































































..^{ .. 6049. 2 91.63	 ._ 3.08 .2901 .0006



























































































p -.6127 -.0149 .0062
Es
( NASA LAKGUY 7 K 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
























-.0033 -.0002 1103107 .10171 .10879
























































































































































































































































































































































































































-.10158 .1'^3a .0043 .0412
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	 7 x 10 1114!1 SPEEo 7UNKEL
TEST 24	 RUN 31
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NASA 11NgCEr 7 X 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
s	
^V































































.0Z .2090 .0279. .0905












































































-•0002 .0004 -.0098 .0077 1























































































































-40424 •0046 r	 .




























































































.06 1.2088 .0066 -.4296
-.0001 .0006
--0107





















































































. 1 .1554 .301 6014.41. .40
-.00








0434 L3wcLEr 7 X 10 Htcti SPEED TUNNEL
auk	 40
it !14!11 0 AL?M2 12762 CLZ CD2 CMS2 "NSZ. CTi1S2 CT;Z CoolNUN WIS. PA DEC 0Re
11529 .100 $991.4 -.Al -*01 -:0003 .0046 -.00o@ -.0000' -.0004 -.0012
-.coat
_ 11$30 n 501 6043.1
-1.43 -.q7
-60154 60054 -.0197 -.0000 -.0002 -.0011 .0002
11.631 -100 5991.3 -1494 -.03 -•0033 .0053 -.0074 .0000 -.0003 -.0013 -.00az
^' 11302.. .300.. 5991.4 ..'	 -.A2'' .
-.01 . -.0000 .0054
-.0aD4 -.0600 -.0004 -•0014
-.000111537 .300 6600.5 1110 .01 .01OZ .0056 ,0128 -.0000 -.0005 -.0015 -.000ti 11$]4 .300 6000.4 3012 .07 .0194 .0067 .0238 ^.0600 -.0006 -.0017 -.0001
lists .300 5992.2 5.99 ..to .0515 .0087 .0376 -.0001 -.000a -.0020 -000031376 0300 601269 T.99 413 .0411 .0109 .0491 --.0001 -:0008 -.0021 -.0000
G 11537 •300 696647 9.94 .12 .0568 .0136
_
.0651 -.0000 -.0007 -.0020 -.0001
i? 11570 .300 6040.1 Il.7I •19 n 0603 10193 .0772 -.0001 -.0009 -.0026 .0001
11519 •300 6.007.7 13.79 623. .0651 .0260 «0949
-.0003 -.0013 -.0034 .000311440 •300 5994:3 15.41 to .1019 .0335 .1127 -.0004 -.0015' -.0042 .0048 >.
11541 .300 5996.7 17.14 •26 .1140 .0399 .1259 -.0604 -.0016 -.0044 .0015
.3 11342: #100 60116.1 14.14 .31 .1313 .0493 .1444 -.0006 -.0018 -.0046 .0030
z
^''
11343 .301' 6023.2 "1.90 .36 #1451 .U594: .1611 -.0006 -.0016 -.0039 .0040 a
11$44 .101 6017.1 t!. ►1 .S9 .1976 .6679 .1734 -;0006 -.0015 -.0036 .004$
^' 1114$ .300 6011.1 23.01 .4t. .1718 .0821 11934 -:0006 -.0013 -#0ore .0052 a11546 .301 `':6017.9 "	 27.61' .42- .1aa.Z.. .0920 .2046 -•0004 -.0006 -.0015 .0051} 11547 .700 6400.9 Z9A7 .46 .194e .1081 .2ZS3 -.0603 -.0010. -.0019 .0043113x6 .300 !voles 11.73 .32 .2061 .11.05 .2391 -.0007 -.0015 -.0024. .0047
3
11649 .301 6019*1 33445 664 .2132 .1134 .2915 -0012
-.0021 -.0044 .0052
:. 11ss0 .700 3401.7 35.10: .67 .2272 .1525 .2741 -.0016 -.0030 -.0065 .0059 f11951 .300 5996.4 37.31 .60 .2348 .1638 12877
-.0016 -.0027 '.0055 .006!
^:. 11331 .304 6111.! . 39.60 «72 .2431 *11336. .3039 -.0022 -.0033 -.0069 .0070
115%5 •300 3997.3.' 41.71 .81 .2506 .2021 -3723. -.0037 .-.004.8 -.0109L .0089
11534 .301 6019.8 -.40 -.*1 -40607 .00" -.01813 -.0600 -.0006 •.0014 -.0coz
fast 14 RUN	 40
T! 1t4CH 0 ALVHax AE-At CNZ CAZ [Nz Canz CTn2 CT2 CDCZ
"Up NUNL foil DEC MEO
.1.1529 .300 x991.6
-.41 -,.Ol -.0004 .0048
-.0900 -.0000 -.0004 -.QOIZ -.0001
t 11330 .3.01 6043.1 -3.93
-,67 -.6157 .0043 -.0'.v7 -.0000 -.0002. --.0011 n 007.0
V 11531 000 5491.3 -1.94 -..03 -.Coss .0053 -.0574 -.0000 -.0003 -.0013
-.0001:
11332. .300 s9a1.4 -.61 -.pl -.0001 .0054 -.01104 -.0000 -.0004
-.0014 -.0001
11537 .300 60000- 1.89 AS .0104 .0053 .Otte -.0000 -.0005 -10615 -.0001
11524 .300 600066 3.62 .07 .OI46 .0053 .0:38 .0000 -.0006 -.0017 -.0000
I&M.. .300 5992.E 5.99 .10 .6322 .0054, .0176 .0000 -.000a -.Oozo -.0000
t 11136 #300 601t.4 7.99 .1s .0472 .0049 .0•191 .0000
-.0008 -.0921 -.0000
11137 . .100 $946.7 1041♦ .1Z .0567 .0053 .001 .0001 -.0006 -.0010
-.0041.
11536 .300 .6010.7 11.71 .L9 . 0700 .0050 .0!TZ .0001 -:0009 -.0026 -^.0001
11319 .100 6007.7 13.79 .21 .0019' *0049 40)49 .0001 -.0014 -.0034 .0001z 11340 6300 5994.7 0991' .28 .1072 .0043 .1127 .0001
-
-.0015 -.0042 .0002 -
11341 - #7G0 3996.7. 17.14 .21 .1201 .0030 .IIN9 - -	 .0601 • -.0016 -.0044 *0006
# 11342 .300 4016.1 19.14 at .1403 :OOZI .1•.49 .0000 -.0019
-.09a8 .0007
.< 1043 6101 602342 21.90 .3.e .156e .0009 .1111 .0000 -.0017 -.0039 .0.010
11544 .701` 6017x1 21.61 .39 .1698 -.0001 .1134 .0091 -.0016 -.0036 .0012
11s4s .300- 6011.3 25.81 64Z .1904 -.001; .1134 .0000 -.004:5 -.0020 .0012
-.: Its" .301 0017.9 27.61 .42 .ZOZ3 -.0019 .2346 .0000 -.0004
-.ODIS .0012
11$47 ..	 .100. 600049 x9.17 .46 .2z29 »40032 .Z'.73 .0001 -.0011 -.0019 .0011
11346` .300 5461.3 ..11.?3 .52 .2371 -«0049 .2`19x .00OP -.001.6 -.01.",10 ..011
< 11349 .301 6014.2 33.63 .64 .2511 -.0071 .2125 .0002 -.0624 -.0044 .0012
11370 *300 9960.7 35#60 .67 .2135 -60042 .4'41 .0003 -..0035
-.00&5 .0014
11651 .100 6996..4 3T.51 .68 .2872 -.0114 .z'i77 .0003 -.0031 --.0055 .0015
' 11!52 •304 6150.t 39.60 .79 .3049 -.0139 .3)510: .0004 --.0940 -.0069 .0017
113!7 n 300 !991-7 41.71 411 .3216 -.0159 .3.123 .0000 -.0061
-.0109 .0623


























-.0099 •0247 =.0731 .0075list? •300 5915.0 -1.00 4.164.69 -.1498''0944 60224.0189 .0609 -.0249 .0102 -.0539 -006633008

















.007411361 0301 6017.! 5.63 4.96'f.06 •1911-3241 .02#47 -.0792 -.0109 .0230 -.0632 -007611562



















-.0114 .0247 -.0711 .0017.007711565


















-3R0 5 69362 17.0619.10 4079.44 06x8La0669 •3132 -.3342 -.0031 .0192 -.0775
.0079





































-.0214 -.0191- -.0697 .0120








-T1 4.90 1.2309.0380 3.0182 -x.0317
~.0238 -.L206 -0177-.0104 -.0706 .0003




5993.25996.0. .00-1.21 9.034.66 -0417 -0161 - -0342. -.0103 .DZ46 "•073111957 .300 5995.0 -;.01 4.05 -.1'100^.0950 -0140









1:1962 .301 6024.4 3.77 4.064698 .097161921 .0135 -.0.69 -00313 .2234 -.068311541 .303 6017.5 !.83 9..00 .3L74 00120.0!00. -.01921_73 -.0124 .0223 -.663213502



























19.9021076 5.04 1.1324 -.0063 -.3775 -.0014 .0142 -.0762
11570
.300 596T.7 23.14 9.025.11 1.21641.327I -.0095 -.4110 .0031 .0065 -.072011971
LIM.






.300 4007.35974.9 27.89.29.90 5.07 . 1.3306 -.0051 -.3920 .0063
-.0193
-.0222 -.000-.036211574 03 00 6000.9 31.50 5.034.79 1.36971.4463 -.004 9-.0062 ± .4011- .0093 - .0333 -.030911575
13376
.299







13577 .300 !020.6 37.60 4.094.93 1.54061.5x3; -.0094 -.4029 -.007$ -.02b V -.049711378


























C61i91•T♦9.9009Got,U STI 9EL0'-49E4•-STQo"SO DE
•61040`-0662'-109.4W691.9[09TOE'a!GTT-
















































































































































NASA L'ANGLEY 7 1 16 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL





































































































17.64 -4.91.+4.83" ".873149712 .2444 -*0326 .6661 -.0255 .:8725
.0079
.0019


























.5219 -.4303 - .0124 •0147 •4398
.0081
.0.085























$983.8 31.6333.71 -4.60 1.2330* .7541 -.4109 .0152 *0341 .4133
.0133
.0110






























.0255 40307 .0171 .0161
k	 11666


































































.0211 -.026L .0733E,	 11.597




-.0249	 60715	 =ipr	 31344	 0299	 3973.8	 7.02	 -4.95
	 ..4066	 40085
	 - . 1697"

















































































































































.{ NASA LAM GLEY . T x 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
TEST 24 RUM	 42
T► MACH 0 AL►NAZ OETA2 CL2 COi CMS2 CRMS2 CYMS2 CYS2 CDOZ
pr'`
tj
NUM MUMB ►A DEG DEG
11301 .300 3990.1 037 -5.0T •0016 .0049 *0018 .0001 .0127 .0144 00006
,. 11502 •300 5941.3 -1.44 -4.99 -.0076 .0049
-.0103




-.0067 -.QOo4 .0100 .Olzl .0005
!
115PO4 .306 6007.2 .48 X5001 40004 .0050 .0003 .0001 .0125 .0140 .000611585 6300 599065 2016
-4.03 .0080 .0051 .0101 .0004 .0116 .0132 .0004
11566 .300 3996.9 3.91
-5.00 •0160 .0050 .0207 .0006 .0122 .0136 •000511887 .300 600264 5.91 -4.77 .0276 .0076 ,0331 40012 .0117 .0136 .000311500 6299 5973.4 7.00
-4,05 .0397 .OlOZ .0467 .0016 .0116 .0135 .00021]. 589 .390 5903.0 9.61 -4.69 .0526 .0140 .0606 .0021 .0116 .0339 .0001115.90. 6300 599.901 11.66. -4.73 90663 .0187.' .0752 .06e5 .0115 .0138 .0000





-4*lk9 .1820 .0949 .2056 .0670 60132 .0236 .00285998.,1 29.72 -4.$T -	 .1916 .1064 .2219 .0080 .0140 .0265 .002911600 6300 6064.7 11*70 -4.40 .2042 .1210 .2394 .Dose •0143 .ozaa .003111601 .300 $953.6 3307
-4.35 .2154 .137.5 .2563 .0103 .0156 .0328 .003211602 .299 5970.5 35.91
-4.60 .224Z .1531 .2716 .0114 .0159 .0350 .0035
'. 11603' .300 6001.2 37.69
-.4.43 .2347 .1686 42892 .0118 .0153. .0353 .001011604 .300 5986•a 39:68
-4143 .2435 .1839 .3056 .0121 .0151 .0367 ..0078j 11605 .301 6043.3 41.66 -4,55 ,2513 .2010 .37.20 .0109 .0129 .0919 .009311606 .300 6002.4 .51 -5.10 .0012 .0046 00[}13 .0001 .0121 .013$ .0005
TEST RUM	 42
- j I
 MACH 0 4LPMA2 RE1'A2 CN.z CA2 tN2 CRN2 CYlI2 CT2 CoCzHUK WHO PA .DEG' 05G
11501 .300 5990.1 .57 -5,07 .0017 .0049 .0(016
-.0000 .OIZ7 .0144 .0002
e 11582 .300 5993.5 -2.44 -4,95 -.0078 .0046
-.0%03 •0000 .0103 .0115 .000111503 000 5980.3
-2.10 -6.09 -.0047 .0047
-.01167 .0000 .0108 .0121 .000111584 .300 6007.2. .48
-5.01. .0005 .0050 00903 -.0000 .0125 .0140- 0000211505 .300 5998.5 2.16 -4..83 .0081 .0048 .0;,01
-.0000 .0110 .0132 .000111506 .Soo 59960 3.91
-5. Oa .0171 .00.46 .0107 -.000a .Olzz .0138 .000211567 .'.300 60o2.4 5.91. 16-4.77 ,0262 .0047 .W 3z
-.oao0 •0116 .0136 .0001
F 11500 •249 5973.6 7086 -4, a5 00408 .0047 .0467 .0000 .0116 .0135 .000111309 0300 +598308 9.81
-4,69 .0543 ..0049 .0tob .0001 .0110 .0139 60000F. 11590 .300 5999.1 11606
-4475 00669 ,0047 00152 .0001 .0117 •0138 -.000011501 6300 5980.4 13077 -4.83 .0866 .0047 .09.31 .0002 .0125 .0148
-.000111592 .300 5988.? 15.74 -4.71 .1006 .0040 11064 .0002 .0121 .0143 •0000
F
11593 .299 5979..5 11.95-- -4.60 . •1216 .0038 ..1270 .0002 .0122 .0146 .0001
-, 11594 4300 5998.7 19.85 -4.71 .1300 .0030 .1429 .0003 .0125 .0153 •000311595 .900 5995.0 21.88 -4.79 .1541 .0016 .1564 .0003 00130 .0166 .040511596 .300` 396991 13.93 -4.60 .1732 0909 .1769 40003 ,0142 .0196 .000711597 .300 5983.0 25.89
-4.69 .1083 -.0003 .1916 .0002 .0150 .0224 .000711596' .300. 6015.4 27.96 -4x39 .2053
-*0015 4066 ..0001 .0149 .OZ3.E .0007.;^. 1:159 9 .300 5998.7 .7292 -4.57 : .401 -.0026 .2219 .0000 .016Z .0Z65 .000011600 .300 6004.7 31.76
-4.40 .2377 -.0037 .2394 -.0000 .0165 .0265 .0006
- 11601 •300 5903.0 33.77
-4.5'3 •2555 -.0034 .2563 -.0001 .0187 ,0326 .000611602 .299 5970.5 35.91 -4.60 .2714 -.00T5 .2,016
-.0001 .0196 .0350 .000911603 .300 6007.2 3T.69 -4.45 .2068
-.0101 .2592
-.0002 .0195 .0355 0001311604 .300 5986.8 39.68 -4.43 .3049 -.0139 .3C 58 -.0003 .0194 .0367 .002011605. •301 6043.3 41.66 +4.55 0214 -.0169 .3z2a












NASA tANGLEY 7 1 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL 1




























-.0927 .0180 .0336 .0016 =.0098 -.0142 .0066




-00026 -00113 -40230 .0077 j























6005.5 1.99 4.94 04524 .0721
-01087 -0063






4.97 .5727 .1066 -*2363 -.0100
-00062 -.02.99 .0074







-.0030 +.0361 .606 F





























101513 .4515 -.4051 .0034 -.0167
-.0423 .0060














11667 0300 9999.5 27.80 3.05 181880 .bzl2








.308 5995.2 31.55 9.04 1.2322 .7510 -.4003 -.0136






























.014411674 .300 5993.0 41.66 4.90 1.2321 1.0730 -.3069
-.0243






TP MACH 0 ALPHA BETA CN CA CM CRM CYM 2,Y
m
NUN NUMB PA DEG DEG
11650 .300 6014.3 .00 4.94 00414 .0157 -.0143
-.0026
-.0111 -.024111651 .301 6616.6
-2.19 4.92
-.1038 .0147 .0167 00014
-*0096
-0014911652- •301 6021.2
-1091 Seat -.0932 00149 •0136 .0013
-.0098
-.014211653 .301. 6031.5 .84 5.05. .0422 .0359
-.0150 -.0026
-.0113 p;3011654 .300 6014.2 1.95 Sa6 .0977 .0153
-.0172
-*0042 -.0114
-.022-611655 •301 6029.4 4005 5.07 02162 .0126 -.Oi94
-.0057 -.0106
-.0200
.11656 .301 6022.6 5.66 9.21 .3130 .0094 -43344 -.0065









11659 .301 6026.8 11.42 S.12 .7082 .0042 -.280.7
-.0102
-.9073 -.034121660 .300 $99500 13.99_ 5000 .8462 40012
-03222 -.0094









11663 .360 6006.7 20.00 .9008 1.1367 -.0066 -.3774 .0047
-.01.10
-.041711664 .300 6008.9 21.60 4.95 1.2367 -.0063 -14 ,151 .0094
-60142 -.0423.11665 .300 $906.7 23.80 9.09 1.3351 -.0007 -.4373 00167
-.0191 -00406 j	 311666 .300 3992.2 25.75 3.13 1.3966 -.0075 -.4164 .0317
-.0276 -.036811667 .300 5999.5 27.60 5.05 10406
-.0046 -.3930 .0073 -.0262
-403431.1668 .301 6024.3 29.61 4.60 143T53 -.0049 -.4003 .0101 -.0283
-.0364.11669 .300 5993.2 11.55 3.04 1.4431
-.0047 =.4'163
-.0044 -.42.46 -.04.5211670 .301. 6014.1 33.64 4.99 1.4736
-.0075 - .31190
-.0104 -.0190
-.067111671 0300 5993.4 35.77 4.83 1.3157 -.0097
-.3756 -.0101
-.0174 -.0113513672 0300	 _ 5995.2 37.57 9.14 1.5657 -.0114 -.3555
-.0046
-.0251 -.1.19311673 .360 5900.3 39.52 3415 105941 -*0147
-.3'524 .0004 ».0328 -.113111674 .300 599340 41.68 4.90 1.6337
-.0179 -.3369
-.0008
-.0371 -.136911675 .301 6032:9 .77 9.08 .0400 ..015.9
-.0145	 .. -.0077 -.0104. -.0223
FAGS :.0 IIGINAL




i:'..^.	 ___	 ,.^.^:.:K_.,.:.. _...:_^^. ...,::.,,^.^-^.,.^,:ne.»s-^_.^"..,;;^ v	 ^._..,;;...... ,. v._.	 .. .,.Y„^. __- _,0.000	 ..,
_-•__.
	 ,000,0.. ^.	 ,-,..- ..__..	 ..	 .,._.,.
MARI A
 talwfy
	 T >< IO Il1G14 5PEE0 TUNNEL
IF  A4 RUN	 44	 ..
NUN	 NUNN	 PA	 DEG	 DEG























-00124	 .0004	 -. ala?

















	 3090	 5.12	 .0197	 .0063
	 .0242
	 -.0009	
-.0132	 -.0162	 .000711654	 .301
	 6022.6




-60150	 •000?	 t11653	 4300	 600565




-.0162	 .001014650	 .301	 6016.6	 4.40
	 5.10	 .0553	 .0139	 .063;	
-.0021
	 -.0127	
-.0169	 .RO15r .,	 11689	 ..301










.002411661 	 4300	 6001.5	 15.81





	 .003711662	 .300	 595505




























































































TEST	 24	 11UN	 44
TP
NUN	 NUlle
	 PA	 03EC	 DEC








































.300	 6014.2	 1.36	 5.2E	 .0099	
.0050	 .0123	 .0000
	 -.0140	
-.0169	 .0002r	 11655	 .301
	 602914

















































11663	 0300	 6006.7	 19.03

















-00139	 -.0235	 .0013	 ;	
t.
'	 11666	 0300	 5492.2	 25.69	 5.45	 41897	
-.0002	 01.921	 -.0000
	 .9148	
-.0257	 .00IO	 311667	 .300
	 599905












-.0290	 .00061166.9	 0300	 5495 •Z	 31.44	 '..43
	 .2362	 -.0032









































	 =.0769	 .024.  11873	
.301	 6032.4	 .'71.







I 1 10 HIGH SPEED IMMEL
. NASA LIw;^ c^


















11616 •300 6009.3 .42 -4.81
-4.41 -•1211
- 0046 . 0092
.0069 •0165 •006611677 •S00 6607.3
6006.9
-3.09
-1.99 -4.67 -•0710 .0174
•.0347. -.0036
-•0004' •410 5 .0172 •007411616
11679
6 300




















.300 6002.4 6.03 -4.06






























.301 6Q1b^5 21.76 .5292
-'3919





















•00.7:4. .6303 .OlQ3 .0106
•011411602





.7573 -0402] .0170 .0244	
. .0226
11694 *300 5919*2 31.67 3959 -OLOO
















1.2469 1.0250 .3665 0175
.0156.
0142










11700 •300 3916.1 414403



























601504 1. e4 _s 13 .0611






•3124 .0105 -.J .OD48
:0126 •0165
.0192
libel •300 6002.4 6.03611
-5»p6




























-•3737 -.0056 •0170 •010011697




-.0076 -.3419 -.0129 .0209
.0156 
11669 .301 6016-3 11.76
-5,.06

























-.0067 -.3^I54 •0077 .0246
.0 44
11644
11695 •3G0 5464.3 33.11
-3.:17
1.4630



















,.3928 -	 .00410 .0109 . 0171
.0139 t	 ;





.0165 -.0736 -60004 •0111













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































^.;	-	^311NfFl033ir KaiM of I 
a	;
1NASA LANGLEY 7 R 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
6	 _` TEST
TP




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LLJ -A { i
srt


















-*O1 -40004 .0036 -*coos -.0000 •0005 .0006 -•0026





-0002712793 .300 60#1.5 -1.91 -•01 -.0010 .0043 •'.0034 -.0001
12794. +301 605096 -.63 -.01 -.0001 .0046 -.0004 -.QOtlO .0006 .0004 -,0020
32745 .301 6030.5:. 2.13. .02' .0061 .0046 .0106. -.0000 +0003 .0004
-.0026
12746 .361 60~9.6 3070 •04 .0107'' .0049 .0175 00000 *0009 +9003
-.0024
i' 12T9T •741 .6044*? 6.13 .07' .0167 .0057 •0272 .0000 .000 4 .0009 -.9019
IL79s .low 6027.1 6.04 .09 .0214 .0067 c0349 .0000 .0005 ,0046 - n 0413
11799 .300 603201 10.03 .11 00267 00079" .0431 .0001 .0005 .0009 -.0006
12600 0309 6030x1 tl»7b n 13 .0'316 .0010 .0506 .0002 10007 .0012 .0001.
I2101. .300 6024.00 13.88 016 .0273 60100 90994 .0001 00005 ,0009
00009
400101230x" •340 602064 16.01 ..19 .6434 •0131 .0697 60001 .0005.. •0010
12103 6101 6045.1 11.16 .22 .0476 .0152 .0764 40001 .0004 .0009
-.0006' {
12404 .300 6029.2 20.21 .25 ,0M 10178' .0839 .0001 60004 40010 -.0006
12003 6300 6041.7 22.06, .28 .0564 .0203 .0913 .0002 .0006 .0015 -.0007






12607 6300 6013*8 25.64 93T 00652 0261 .1057 .0001 0024 .0009126.01 x294. 6000.0. 16.11. .40. .8723 .0313 .1161 .0005 .0009
.0006 .001712609: .300' 6026'.9 30.21: .41 .0762 .0356 .1246 .0402 .0002
12120 •300 6017*0 31.52 131 00793" .0315 .1101 .0001 .0003 0004.: =0021
".
12611 .299 6002.0 33.76 .42 .0039 00433 .1386 -.0007 -+0019 -.0027
.0020
i
F. 12612 .301 6041.9 35.88 943 60010 .0479 41434 -.0013 -.OU7T` 00046
.0934
.0040 +"
12113 •300 602361 37 .33 .46 .0914 .OSt2 .1326 -.8009 -,0012 -.0027
12614 •301 6041.6 .39.74 .44 .0951 +0312 41512 -.0010 -.0022
-.0049 .0045 d
1..2. 415 .300 6021.1" 41.45.. *43 •0996 .40642. 41689	 '' -00010 -.0009 -.0001
.0050
12016 6`301 6061 n! 43*6b .51 •1025 .6644 .1751 -.0006 -.0006' .0031 .005.9




12111 .100 6033.3 47.65 .94 •1072 .0100 .1164 -.0035 -.0032





















-.01 .Op05 .0031 -.0608 -.0000 .0005 .0006 -.0007
1L792 .300 6033.1 -4*04 -.03 .0093 .0031 -.0157 -,000tl .0005 .0007 -.4007
12793 .300 6641.5 -1.91 -.01 -.0012 .0043 -10(134 -.0400 .0411 .0018 -.0007
12794 .301 605006 -.63 -•at -.0001 00046 -.0(104 -.0000 .0006 .0008 -.0007 ?
12793 x301. 6054.5 2.13. .02 .0065 .0044 .0106 -.0000 .0003 .0004
-.0007
12796 .301 6049.6 -3.713 :64 .0110 .•0942 .0175	 .' -.0000 .0005 .0006
-.0006
12797 4301 604+10 6.13 .07 .01'72 .0038 .0272 -.0000 .0005 .0009
-.0005
t 12796 6300 6027.1 8.04 .09 .o221 .0035
.0?49 -.0000 .0005 .0008 -.0044
12799 .300 6032.7 10.03 .11 .0276 .0030 .0431 -=0400 .4005 .4009 -.00024 +300 6030.1 11.76 •1'J .0326 .0022 .0!'06 .	 -.6000 .0007 .0012 -.0000 t
12801 .300. ` 6024.8 :	 13.18 .16 .0361 '.Oo19. •094: .0000.. .000+; .0009
00002
12602 .100 6020.4 16.01 •19 60493 .0007 015417 -.0000 .0005 .0010 .0002
12603 .305 6043.1 11•10 •22 .0944 -.0003 0165 -.0000 .0004 .0009 -.0002
12604 .300 6p29:x 20.21 .23 .0550 -.0013 .0939 -.0000 .0004 .0010
-.0003
1210? *300 6p#1.7- 22.05 .20 .0599 -40024 .0113 -.00.00 10007 .0015
-.0002
!
12806 .300 6029.6 24.01 .32 .0693 -.0034 .0590 ,0000 .0002 .0005
-.0002
r,°•. 12407. .300 4013.8 25.64 n 37 .070.1 ..0046. ..1157 .0000 .0002 +0006 -.0001
=i.
12601 .294 6'000.0 21x.13 .40. ..CTT6 -.0060 .1161 •0000 .0010 .auz4 Oopz' #.;,Y
} 12109 .300 6026.9 30.28. .41 .0038 --0077 ..1140 ,0000 .0003 .0006 .0004
i" 12010 .300 6037.0 31.32 037 .0877 -.0087 .:1301 -.0001 .0003 •0009 .0009 r.
12511 •294' b00x.0 3306 .42 .0936 -.0106 41186 -.0000 -.0012 -+.0427
.0006











.000912613 4300 6023.4 37.53 .46 .1043
•001112614 •301 6041.6 39.7! .44 +1108 .0166 1912 : -.0000 -.0029 -.0049
128'15 .300' 6021'.1 41.85 .43. .1110 -.01!17 ,1,194 -.0000 -.6013 -.0001 .0013
Izelb •301 6061.3 .43.66 •51. *1221 -.0206 .1''51 -.0000 -:0009 .4031
.0013
12817- .300 6030.0 45.49 .93 .1272 -.0226 At 12 .0000 -.0010 .0030 .GOYSf
1281 '4 .300 8036'.3 47665 .94 .1313 -.0253 .11164 -.0000 =-.0047 -.0011 .0016





:. 1111 1111	 .. .. 1111. `
s ^'
1-	 J
^6^u... ":1 1 1 1 AV3^ s,:..^.. - -'-	 .x,.,.... ...^,	 .cw ^.. .... v.,	 ..i.. 	 ........ ..	 ,., 1111... 1111...
•W
6400
t	 `- NASA LANGLEY 7 X 10 HIGH SPEED 7UNNEL




NUNi $a ALPHA iOEG


















-.0068 .0207 -.0582 .0069
12623 0301 6045.6 2.03 9021 .1033
.0117
-60024 -.0091 .0231 -.0663 .6076
p 12624. .700 6039..6 4615 3021 .2161
.0159
.0232
-.0139 5-4106 ..0232 -.0715 86




-.0103 .0235 -:0676 .0060
12826






12827 •30Q 6033.5 10.14 S.16 4430
-.0747
-.OD6T .4211 =.0666 .0079





-.0056 .0224 -.0706 00080
12329 ,300 6017.0 14009 5.10 ..7100
-.
:loe2
-.0036 .OZ00 -.067! .0078
r 121130. ..Sol 6055.8 15.66 4.00 .7639
-1781 1265 -.00,70 00192 -,0705 .0077
° r






























-00153 •0341 -,0793 .0067














-.0151. .0342 -.0789 .0122
12839
1284































-.0149 .0184 -:0911 40216


































"	 ° "' 12847
















































































































































































































































































NASA L44GLEY t X 10 HfGH SEED TUNNEL


















4.46 .0010 .0046 .0026
-.0001 -00135 -.0162
-60024









































































.0461 .0150 .0743 -.0034 -.0136 -.0196
-.0013




























































4363.4 37050 5.66 .0891 .0507 ..1496
-60145 -.OZ13 -.0491 .0030 I	 ,`.
72444 0301








00952 .0593 .1615 -.0167
-00215 -.0308 .00461 -46








-.0222 -.0'144 .0093 1















TEST 24 RUN	 ii
TF HACH 0 AIVHA2 BETA; C142 CAZ CN2 CRHZ GYn2 cTZ CDC2KUM Huni.. ►A DEC. OEG
12620 .301 605645' .33 4096 .0019
.0000
-.0135
-.0162 -.000712621. •300 6024.6





























.302 6043.4 7695 5 -a0 .OZ15 .0032 .0139 .0004 --..0129 - .6160
-0000412027 .goo 6033.5 10.07 3.29 .OZ79 .0025 .0•,'33 .0006
-.0133
-.0157
-•600212620 .301 6054.1 11.03 3606 .0331 .0021 .0709 .0006
-.0124 -.0164
-.000112029 .300 6027.@ 14.03 1.;8 *0394
-001'1 .0390 .0009
-:0137 --.0lT6 -GOOD12034 .301 6055.4 15.60 5.00 .0439 .0011 .0563 .0008
-60132 -.0181 .0000
1Z63i 4i300 6036.0 37.64
	 .. 0431 .0406 .0001 .0743 .Dole -.0142 -.0199. -..000312032 •300 6010.5 19095 1411 •0539
-•0011 .0625 .0 010









.304 6061.4 25.73 1.33 .0705
-.0047 .1060 .0012
-.0145 -.0217





12630 6301 6076.8 29.83 !.37 ,0813 -.0080
.1233 .0014
-.0162• -.0261 .0004 i12639. .300 :6021.0' 31..76 !.Sz .0870 -..OQ93 .1294 .0013 -.0182 -..0319: .00ds ^	 ^12140 .300 6030.1 33.72 11*64 .09L7
-.0107 .1363 .0014





-000712842 .300 .6033 .4 37050 1.66 .3016 -..0141 0495 .0015
--.0257
-.0491 5000012043 0300 6923.6 39-57 1434 ..106E
-.0165 .1566 .0046
-.0264
-.0495 4001012844 .301 6041.8 41.49 !4.77 01106 -.0106 .1619 .0017 --0271 -.0500 .0012
.	 12045. .300. 6031.5 43.63 6450 61167 -00209 .1597 .0018 -.0290. -.0544' 401312846 .300 6008.1 45.35 !.70 .1216
-.0233 .4259 ..0019 -.0277 -.O5a9 .0015120.47 .301 6050.3 47.67 5.48 .1277
-..0258 .1631 .0019










































-.0229 .0614 •0061 ;





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































N6t# lRMalfT f n 10 HIGH 5PEE0 fuMMEt

























.em 00645 00007 00001
.0132 .9161













.0006 00001 .0114 ,1163
-.Oat?




































































































.0703 .0304 .1146 .0044 .0130 40261 .0004





.0341 .1221 .0071 .0156 .0175 .0010
1 12s6ti ,3.00 6Q21.s. 33.62 -.4.73. 60036
.0401 .1333 .0065 .0133 .0227 •0021.
!



























60907 .0605 01649 .00:2 .0060 .0043 ,0046


























.1113 .0#49' 91949 •0017 60049 80130 •00631. .46 -4.93' W00Q3 .0045 .0061 .0001 .0137 00167
-.0027































-.e0^i6 ,0001 .0113.' .0140
-.0007




-.0000 aM 4 .0163 -.0007
12853 *301 6044.6 4.z3






























40326 -.0005 .0537 .0172
-60003


















	 .._-4.6.4 .044a . pO 11
-0676 _























































764.0005#-. .1145 ».0013 00163 .0261
-.0000
.0001 1


































-.0020 ..DOSS .0096 .001[








-.60ZI .0060 .0041 •0012
12475















































































































































































































































































































































































































































	 7 K 10 H2GH SPEED TUNNEL
TEST 24	 Ru* 9t
	
TP	 MACM	 *	 ALIHAI
	 SETA2























































































































































































T► 	 MACH	 0	 ALPOA;	 1ETA2



















































3	 ,391	 6040 ,6	 1).64	 1.34













































12191	 .300	 i0a4.1 	 ]1,.91
	 344.0064.
































	 3.36	 .1278	 =.0259	 .1816	 00018	 -.057	
-.O4e0
	 .001612903	 .300






a P POUR C, UAiXTY





































..•^ :	 '	 i TEST 24
'	 I r j Nunf Rune
12913 .299
12916 .301
e IZ917 .3001..^ 4291A .300

























a	 ,•^ 22921 .301
12922 .399













































































































CL co CMS CANS CYMS CY$ CDC
-.0040 .0130 .0003 --.0004 .0099 .0176 .0076
-.0094 .0155 .0169 -.0020 .0094 .0163 .0074
-.0019 .0125 .0007 -.0003 .0097 .0187 .0078
.1838 .0217 -.0299 .0036 .0107 .0169 .0076
.4147 .0591
-.0696 .0042 .0109 .0221 .GOT@
1 06062 .1275 -.1019 .0030 .0116 .0230 .0076
#7563 .2147
-.1433 .0034 .0171 .0237 .0005
"7937 .2984
-.1917 .0065 .0192 .0217 .0064
.0516 .3879
-.2134 .0260 -.0101 .0325 ,0102
09192 .4921 -.2363 .0257 -.0094 ,0317 .0122
1 9195 .5938
-.2521 .0ZOo -.0068 ..0263 .0153
.9646 .7105
-.2712 .0061, -.0040 .0274 .07-10
.9143 .7510 -.2"4
.0031. -.0114 .0067 .0263
.9090 -.8566 -.3624 .0079
-.0114 .0141 .0291
.6909 .9552 -.2742 .0060
-.0096 .0320 .0261
.0069 .0143 -.0007
-.0007 .0105 .0212 .0060
CN CA Clf CAM CYM CY
-.0039 .0130 .0003 -.0005 .0099 .0175
-.0099 .0124 .0169
-.0021 .0094 .0183
-.0018 .0125 .0007 -.0004 10097 .0187
• 1048 10089 -.0299 .0029 .0109 .0189
.4168 .0024 -.0698 .DOz? .0113 .0221




.6476 .0116 -.1917 .0015 .0210 .0217
.9357 .0093
-.2134 .0279 .0033 .0325
1.0426 .0060 -.2363. .0272 .0037 10317
1.1284 .0020 -.2521 .0206 .0057 .0283
1.2142 -.0017





-.0113 -.2624 .0136 -.0028 .0141
1.3061 -.0162 -.2792 .4132 -.0001 .0300
.0071 .0143
-.0007 -.0008 .0105 .0212























NUN HUl16	 .. PA




















































































































































































































CRMSZ CYMS2 C 	 S	 _, Coaz
.0001 .01L6 .D,54
-.0420
-.0003 .0121 .0146 -.0026
.0001 .0124 .0149 -.0027
.0007 .0129 .0153 -.0022
.0014 .0134 .0166
-10012
.0ozi .0128 .0172 -.0002
.0032 .0146 ,0211 .0003
.0042 .0147 .0224
-.0013
-0049 .01.37 .D219 -.0009
.0063 .0140 -0254 .0004
.0064 .0131 0226 .0018
.0036 .0063 .0093 .0035
.0010 .0052 .0025 .0045
.0025 .0055 .0100 .0054
.0034 .0058 :0199 .0063
.0001 .0134 .Dlbz -.0027
CRM2 CYMz CYz CDCz
-.0000 ..0120 .0154. -.0007
.0001 .01x1 .0146 -.0007
-.0000 .0124 .0149 -.0007
--0002 - .0129 .0153
-.0006
-,0005 .0134 .0166 -.0003
^.0006 .0130 .0172 -.0001
-.00.09 ..0149 .0211 .0001
-.0011 .0153. .QZZ4 -.0003
-.0011 .0145 .0219 -.0002
-.0013 .0160 .0254 10001
-.0015 .0145 .0226 .0005
-.0019 10089 .0093 .0009
-.0020 .0052 .00Z5 .0012
- . 0020 . 0057 .0100, .0014
-.0020 :0664. .0149 .OQ17
^.0000 .0134 ..)161 -.0007
. .5
NASA Watly I X 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
TEST. 24 93v pHUN HACHNO# AMA BETA CL CO CNS Calls CTRS Cyl CDC1294212943 -101.101
PA
6499.4 1
094072 Wit9*15 •0189 00144. . •0017 -00813 -00112 -00210 .0016
12944 *300 6016.4602161 -1016.71 0.94 -01923 60206 -.0010 *042e -.0097 -:21a •000412945 .300 6024*1 306 4.935*14 .0325 .6150.9214 .0019 -.0022 -.0109 -.0166 4007612446 •300 : 401100 7099 4*49 #2186*9140 .00401 •0046•0109 -o0061-.0091 -00109-80094 -60174600192 •001740072laoft?
1290
.361.
•363 6644.4 11076 546 .1614 -OZB? -.0604 -00643 =.Czlt .6079I2449 0300 6019*16017
0 2
15.7919009 4*761601 I.Osil $3049 .0314 -.6168 -0OOSz -*0225 .00?z12950 •!Go 6001 13.70 4047 .10346614595 64956-6721 .076012411 -S0Z34-.0159 -.0009-00073 -60291-.0136 •0075.00161295112952 . 180o391 4429. 2603194 27*55071 5o36 10664"o AM 0 1264 -00834 -6021* *0195 •01444684 .0417 60167 GOOZZ -.0017 -.0114 -.0145 .0017







m01 W0144 •0017 -00012 -00112 -60210
12944 •300 6027.7 .77 4693 -6123000321 •0160.0145 -*0014-0019. .0024-,. 0010 -00094-.0109 -.0252-.016612945 .300 6614*3 1086 5.14 . . .2200	 . .0131 .0040 -.0054 -00113 .: -.0174imb
12947 •309.301 6011.i 06044-6 7*9911.78 *095.20 4202 .0679 .0109 -A077 -.6106 -.019212945 -S01 60*997 10979 4:16
.
.77111*1233 60040-*9007 .0287.0534 -000153-*0146 -*0109-60096 -.0212-.022512 ,14,0 .300 6017.9 19.89 5 07 104725 -OOOS? .0760 -40219 -.0003 -.025122950 .300 6601.7 23070 4.47 1*69111 -**114 .1266 -.0113 -.0129 -.013612951 *300 642942 270 05 $018 2*8712 -001V 1864 00125 -.0313 .012512052 .201 6031.6. .. .17 4.84 . ..0428 .0182
NASA LANGLEY 7 X .10 HIGH SPEED .TUNNEL








.0076. ^.0307 ."It ^.Olos -.0123 .0011
12945 .000 6024.3 3679 5419 -006T.0600 .006600100 .0463.0529 -.0002
_-0018 -.0123-.0132 -60145-.0159 OL0010.001312,9106 6300 6011.0 7.93 4.69 . 1549 . QZ75 .1114 -000116 -00123 -.0160 -901212947 .101 6044.6 11.71 9.39 .1402 005402 :2462 -*0457 -06112
-60167 •001312949 0 01 6412907 19.72 4697 08365 01010 3494 -.0673 -.0109 -.016,1 OOzjI2949 :300 boll-A 1 .9*03 5-3,2 .4692 .1667 •4148 -.0200 -.Diaz -.0165 Do".11950 300 4061-7 23.64 Solt .5531 k2372 -024 -m0I12 -*0089 -.0164. Dwn0l .366. 6629.2. 27.49 9.59 6638! .1m .59z9 -.0120 6110 -:0219 .007912952 .301 603i. i .71 4.05 60042 •0672 60071 -.0002 -PO1Z9 m:0150 .0610
TEST 14 RUN	 Is
TP PACH a ALPHAZ ONTAz C"z CA2 cmZ CM CYM2 cvz cocaHUN mu"s PA DES DEG
. 401 605940 065 -5 16 .0061
-
-•0129 -.001 .0663iol 6016.4 -1623 4:91 4 033,
904h;
Om .0007 "60105 -40121 •6003
.300 602707 970 4404 40065 .0063 -.0000 ^*OM m.0145 i004212945 0300 6024o3 3.19 549 60614 .0065 .0929 -.0009 -.0133 -.0154 .0003lkgq* -	 -so* 6411s0 7.911 4#99 91572 99058 . .1324 -t*OOZX -0127 -.0166 n 000312947 .301 6044o6 12.11 9030 09461 00043 61062 -60031 -60131 -.067 4000312948 . 301 6019*7. .	 15 * 72 4997 .370 .4021 .1$ 094 -60841. -40125 -.0161 0 0066job 6011.1 144t3 5032• •4916. -%.Oaos 64140 -*0060 .n6130



























































11:161 .301 60lsa 19#45 +3.03 1.303! 04041 .0762 .0219
.0167
.0014
.9103 .0037 . 0031

































11014 •301 64!0..1 -1.03 -3.25 +'-1069 .0154 .0026
.0000
-.0036
*^.0003 .0094. .0ts! 3


































-$.09 1643.73 -60061 . 0761 . ozo9 .0096 .QleZ
.01sT












.0171 .0003 -.0^0! .0093 .0L6S11364 .3q! f03t•q .53


































$.,20 -4.79 61!41' •02'9 .1318 .0043 .0128 .0165 .0013129110



































.0003 .0130 .0157 .4010





































































'3944.1 15.81 -4201 +3991 -60044 •6015
-
mooll
.0070 .0143 0202 .0019




.0014 .0002 001]0 •0157
*
.0003






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































	 ••00ee	 .0218	 -.0689
	 .0673
	








































	 -.0095	 .0230	 +•0695
	 .0074
	





























































































































































































































MASA LANGL .EY 7 X 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
TEST 24 RUM	 96
TP MACH 0 ALPHA BETA CL CO CMS CRMS CYMS CTS CDCNUM NUMB PA OEG DEG
22442 .301 6058.3 .40 -%.OB
-.0025 .0188
-.0002 .0094 -.0298 •0796 .007512493 .301 6035.9
-2.01 -9.06 -.0930 .0200 00003 •0063 -.0240 60683 00060
.12994 •301 6075.5 030 -5.06 -.0002 0156
-0011 .0009 -•0266 .0773 0007412945 .301 6070.9 9.82
-4.91 .1921 :0259 .0026' .0117 -.0279 .0745 .007512996 .301 6079.4 0.00 -4.65 .4967 .0779 .0094 •0122 -60202 .0778 .007712997 ,300 6052.E 12405
-5•01 .1737 .1682 .021$ .0102 -.0281 .0752 .007912990
.300 604906 1'$.93 -3.08 I'.073Z .3'355 .0544 .0164 -.0343 .0758 .060311999 .299 6002.7 14.97
-4004 1.3750 •4933 .0735 00205 .0344 .0626 .000318000. 0901 606440 23.72 -5.01 1.5557 .6791 .1273. ..0117 -.0227 ..0436 .008213001
.301 6660.2 27..09 -4.64 1.6900 .8771 .1098 .0028 .0232
-.0166 .0099130OZ .300 605x.8 31662
-4867 106797 1.0142 •2133 -.0012 .0927
-00029 .014113003 •!00 60x3.4 35.71 -5.04 1,6522 1.1615 .2821 .0260 .0789
-.0412 .014413004 .800` 6039.1 39.07 -4.82 1'.6705 1#3641 .3194 .0397 .0630 -.0242 .013613005 ♦301 6657.7 641 -4.09 90003 .0172 -.0004 .0092 -.0277 .0750 .0073
TEST 24 RUM.	 96
TIP NACH 0 ALPHA BETA CN CA ell CRM CYM CYNUM NUMB PA OEG DEG
12992 .301 6050.3 .40 -3.08
-.0024 .0189
-.0002 .0096
-.0290 .079612997 .301 605509 > •2.01 45006 -.0937 .0167 .0003 .0054 -.0242 .068312994 .301 6075.5 .50
-5.06
-.0000 .0156 -.0011 .0092 ^.0285 .077312995 ..301 6.078.9 3.82
-4 n 91 .1934 .0131 .0026 .0136
-.0270 .074512996 .361 6079.4 8.00 n4. 85 .5027 .0080 .0094 .0161 -.0263 4077812997 .300' 6052.8 12.05 -s.61 .7915 .0029 .OZ78 .0158 -.02.54 75212998
.300 6049.8 15693 -9.08 1.1159
-.0008 .0544 .0252 -.0265 .0758129.99 .299 6002.7 19.97 -4.69 1.4608 -.0060 .0755 .0310 -.0254 .062613000 .301 6064.0 23.72 -5.01 1.6947 -.0106 .1273 .6199
-.0161 .043613001
-301 6060.2 27.89 -4.84 1.$047
-00157 .1898 -•0084 .0219 -.016613002 .3D0 6052.6 31.62 -4467 1.9621
-.0170 .2133 -.0496 .0703
-.06Z913003 :300. 6023.4 35#71 -3.O 2.0195 -00214 .2021 -.0249 .0793
-.041213064 .300 6034.1 79407 -4.61 2.1566 -.0239 .3194
-.0099 .0738 -.024213005 0301 6057.7 .41 -4.09
-.0002 .0172 -.0004 .0094 -.0277 .0750
NASA LANGLEY 7 X 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
TEST 24 RUN	 96
TP MACH. 0 ILPHAZ BETA2 CLZ CO2 CRS2 CRMSZ CYMSZ CYS2 COB2MUM NUMB PA 06G .	 DEG
12992. .301 6058.3 .47
-5..07 40014 .0063 00014 .0002 .0130 .0131 .0037
-	 12993 401 6055.9: -1.94 -5..09
-.0232 .0067 -.0208 -..0006 .0111 .0130 .0010
-	
_	 12994 -	 -
-.301. .6073.5 -	 .57
-9.05 0020 ♦0060 .0019 .0002 .0125 •.0146 .0011.	 -IZ995 •301 6070.9 3.49 -4.56 .0573 .0093 . 0104 .0020 .0119 .0142 .001112996 .301 6079.4 0.06 -4.75 .1535 .0267 .2321 .0043 .0123 .0162 .001312997 ..300 6052.0 12.12 ^4.86 .2498 .0572 ..2754 .0062 .0114. .L- 59 •001112998 .3.0.0 6049.8 1509` -4.87 .3595 .1045 .3134 .0094 .0104
.002612999 .299 6002.7 20.03 -4.63 .4686 .1694 .4158 .0099 .0002 .0132 •004813000 .301 6064.0 23.70 -4.7!1 .5564 .2399 .5092 .0114 .0679 .0143 .0065
-	 -	 -13004 -.301
	 - 6060.2	 - 27.94-	 - -4.49 .6260 .3234 .6044 .0102 .0008 -- .0174 -.0076
	 -13002 .300 6052.8 31.67 -4.20 .6316 .3746 x6487 .0093 .0189 .0356 .009113003 .300 6023.4 35.76 -4s61 .6527 .4480 .7129 .0145 .0243 .0486 .009413064 .300 6039.1' 39.91 -4.34 .6640 ..5320 .181-3 .0169 .0230 .0502 .009213005 .301 6047.7 .47 -4.89' .0021 •0060 .0018 .0002 .0124 .0145 x0010
TEST 24 RUN	 96
TIP MACH 0 ALPHAZ sETA2 CNZ CA2 CM2 CRMZ CYNZ CY2 CDC2
MUM NUMB PA DEG DEG
12992 .3.01 6050.3 .4.7 -5.07 ..0015 .0063 .0014 •.00.01 .0.130 .0151 .000312993 . .301 4055.4 -1.94 -5.09. -.0234 .0059 -.0200
-00004. .0111 .0130 #000312994 .301 6074.5 051 -5005 .0021 .0060 .0019 .0001 .0125 .0146 .0003 .12999 .301 6070..9 3.84 -4.86 .0578 .0056 .0504 .0012 .0120 .0142 .000312996 0301 6079-.4` 0.06
-4.75 .1557 .0049 .1321 .0025 .0128 •0162 .0003 -12997 .300 6052.8 12.12 -4.66 .2362 .0035 .2154 .0036 .0125 .0159 .600312998 .300 6049.8 15.99 -4.87 .3744 .0014 .3134 .0052 •0123 .0152 .000512999 .299 . 6002.7 20.03 -4.63 .4985 -60015 •4158 .0065 .0111 .0132 .001114000 . .:	 .301 6664.0 . Z3.76 F4.71 •6049 -.0048 .5092. .007.3 .0118 .0143 .001613001 .301 6060.2 27.94 -.494 .7070 -.0040 :6044 .0049 .0125 .0.174 .001613002 .300 605.2.0 31.67
-4.28 .7342 -.012a .6487
-.0020 .0209 •0956 .002113003' .300" 6023.4 35.76
-4.61 .7919 -.0173 .7129 -.0025 .0282 .0486 40021	 -13004 .300 6039.1 39.91 -4.34 .BS45
-.0212 .7613
-.0018 0285 .0301 .002113005. .301 6057.7 047
-4.89 .0021 .0059 .0018 .0001 .0124 .0145 .0009
.	 ...
I	




NASA LANGLEY 7 % 10 HIGH MED TUNNEL
A.
TEST 24 RUN	 97
TF
NUN
NACH a ALPHA BETA CL CO C4S £RNs CYR$ CYS COCNUNi PA DEG DEG130,7
13016
.301 6061.6 -.41



























.0166 .0011 .0006 -.0418 .0015 .0056
























.02 .6461 .1214 .0292 .0002 -00016 -.0013 .0066 t





.1,679. 40413 -.0009 -.0013.
-.0071 000,69







-.0¢lz -.0042 .0067 r
13019 .301 6058.3 11685





















06139 00951 .0019 -00000
-.0126 .0066

















.301 60 N.8 29.06










-.05 1.7763 1.0755 .2766 .0006 .0000
-.0141 00085 j
13038 0300 6022.9 33.75
-.06 1.7519 1.1366 .2891 .0015 -.0024
-.0122 ,0090 i











1304C .300 605'1.1 39.13













-.0210 .0147 .0012 .0002 -.0021 .0453 .0056 ;	 M
TEST 24 RUN	 97
TP MACH 0 ALF14A BETA CN CA CN CRM CTM CYNUM NUMB PA DEG DEG 4
9	 13017 x3.01 6091.6 -.41
-600












-.FJ02 .0003 -.0020 .0037 F
















13022 .301 6071.8 4.06 .01 .2452 .0144 .0053 .0006 -.0017 .001213023 6301 606005 5669 .01 .3674 .0117 .0090 .0006 -.0017
-.000213024 .300 6053.1 8.06. .02 .3249. .0069 .OL50 ,0009 -.0015
-.001713025 ..300 .6.027.8 ,.	 10.05 90z 96574 •0068 .C. 92 .0005 -.0016 -.001613.01! •301 0076.4 11.94 001 ,7694 .0046 .0413
-.0007 -.0014 -.009113027 .300 6035.6 13.95 .01 .9691 .0009 .0479 .0005 -.0011
-.004213029 .300 6022.3 15.66 .02 1.1002 -00015 .Qf)Ll .0009
-.0004 -.005713029 0301 6036.3 11.65
-.01 1.2911
-.0027 .0142 .0004
-.0014 -.006613030 .300 404501 19.61 .-.00 164769
-•0049 .0010 .0409 -60004 -90093
13031
13032








6094.8 25.70 .40 2.0036 -00150 .2306
-00029 .0010 -.411360310 27.47
-*04 2.1644 -.0198' .1656 ».0067 .0033
-.0190
L~`13035 .301 6074.8 29.86
-007 2.1220 -.0202 .2261 -.0243 60146 -.027.413036 .341 0069.4. 31.67 -.03 2.0764
-.0172. .2766 .0005 .,0003 -.0141 jk-LIM .0.300 6033.2 33.46
-.06 2.0879
-.0174 .2097 .00Z5 -.0011 -.0122
'	 13036 .306 6021.5 35073 -.03 2.1502
-.0168 1.3114
.0030 -.0017 -.012413039 .300 6040.5 37.08
-.06 2.1935
-.0197 .3295 .0005 .0004 -.012713040 .300 6051.1 39.73
-.04 2.2255
-.0200 .3474 .0004 .0021
-.017313041 .300 6030.5 ».40 .00





NASA LANGLEY 7 X 10 WIGH SPEED TUNNEL t



















-•0039 .0000 .0004 .0006 .0030
i
;	 4
















--0206 .0001 .0006 0011 .0004 s.';J
13021 .303 60111.1 1.44 .03 •0177






+0238 .0001 .0004 .0007 .0015
13023
-301 60604 5009 909 •1131 182
.0644 .ODOZ 40003 .0006 90026 J






























•0'194 .2209 .0002 -.0002
-•0005 .0096




























.1720 .4197 .0000 -.0004
-10019 00220










































-..0013 .0014 .0012 .0361'

























.70. 93 .519b .7046
-.0007
-•0010. -.0026 .Ci22








.0062 -.0036 ,0001 .0007 40012 .0011


















































































































.0044130.30 .300 x049.1 70.77.













-.0008 .4T61 Do 03
-40010
-.00Z3 .0066

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































{.13umni pus HVi1{at Y 4A37011r19S9M'.
wNASA LAM6LEY 7 x
.10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL a'





























































•0090 .0416 90001 .0003 n0005 .0022 i






















.1141 .0271 .11'!6 .0001 -.0000
-.0600 •0062'





























 .2650 .0178 •2411 •040040
-.0002 ,11045 ,0150 w






































































































-.0063. . 0320 y




































































.304 6gk4 ►0 -.63' x.01
















•0247 -4054 .0.91 .0600 .0005. .0008 .0004






















004.. .1016 .00'5.0 .0,110 .0001 .0000 .0002
.0009
0014













































4061 . 4 14.9i ,Zt




















.3312. .00"00 .0006 .0019. .0052
































^-.OQ02 .0004 .0020 .0061 F
13183
13164































































-.0054 -.0678 .0083 r











.008013391 .300 603002 - 041 -.03
-.0007 .0052
































































































T X 10 "IQ" SPEED TUNNEL



















































































































































































































M1SA lANGlbY 7 X 10 HIGH SREfO TUMNEI






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































-.0238 00602 1	 ,
































































-.0069' ,02;12. =•006V .0311
-40308 +






























NAP► LANLLEY 7 % 10 HIGH SPEED TUNME4 y

















-0004 !	 :} .:.


































































































































.000213246 •301 605631 861 +4.97 ,-.0119:0011 .OW -.Diaz














































































































^. -	 !	 i 	 ^	 ^'	 #	 ^	 '< 003 1 ^	 ^ ^^^
	 '	 `	 s
























































































































































































































































































































































































7 R 30 4100 SPEED TUNNEL











































































































































































































































































are ^^ PAM, 15
>0"U QUALITY









NASA L6NGLET T 1 t0 H1GR SPEED TU110EL


















-:9900 .0201 .0090 -.00]0 .0065 .0110 .QQb9
13206 .301 4047.4 4.07
-5.16
-•0107 .0169 .0012 --.0005 .0110 .014#
.0061





.0267 -.0146 .0046 •0107 •0131 .0076






.0059 .0111 .0153 .0079



























13297 899 39930 31665
-4695
-4.79
103494 .7060 .0167 .0101 .OITl -.0406 .0120 C


































































-.0005 .0110 .0141 k















6002.9 11.80 x-506 67167 .0023







-.0578 .0091 .0113 .0117

















































-.0027 .0173- .0006-- "-.0000
-	 .0100 .0100 - -
1
NASA L6VGLEY 1	 >< 10 NIGH SPEEDTUNNEL"

































-.0004 .0100 .0116 .0004 rt	 -


































.0666 12076 .00108 .0114 .0153 .0046

























-4.39 .4054 .2406 H4152 .0091 .0141 .0242 .0043







.4917 .0131 .0195 ..6402 .0092
13296 .301 6054.4 646



























-S.D1 .0015 .0056 ,9014 .0061 .0128 .0145 .00oz







-.0163 60000 60100 •0116 .0002
13ta6 .301 - 6041.4




























-Z 21 .00Z3 .2076. .0024 :0126 '0153 011`
13191 .299 6001.7 23.9a X4.79
.3053
.3709
.0007 .:710 .0030 .0125 .0156. .0015














4244 (993.9 31.70 -4.14 •+715











-.0002 ,0226 .0402 .0022























TEST. 24.	 0	 ►LrN► 	 REt ► 	 .004.7	 .0057
it	 n4cN	 DEG.	 .0002 . -o.o020	 ,0058
























13158	 .301	 6004.0	 -•e5	 .IZ40	
.0203	 -00!69	
.0004	 -.0020	 .0066
2.0b	 •00	 20	 .0276	 -.0310	 ,0051	
•0064
13359	 .301	 6011.2	 4.10	 .00.	 .22..	 .0466,OdS]..0004	
-0002










.300	 5960.6	 7.67	 ,5619	 .1010	 -.0773	 -.0020	 .0026
	
.0073
1?361	 9.76	 sal	 -.0049	 .000E	
_.0022	 .Oa22	 .007!
















s	 13166	 .301	 60Q6.S	
16,41	










2q	 .03	 *9941	 •354004	
-•1295	 .0001	
-.0814	 .0036	 .0090
13370	 .9	 $951.0	 19.86
	







.300	 5959.6	 23.96	 •02	 1.0033	 .0001	 .0040	
-.0007	 •0109
13777	 043.51	 .5491	 -.1315	 .0033	 -.0011	 .0118





,OR	 1.0804.	 0065..1378.	 -.0003	 .	 -.01,04	 .013q
13Y7f	 .300. 59ST*9	
29.'36	





.36%	 33.66	 .07	 I.156e
	
.6302	 -.1421























.24	 1.147	 1.1.132	 -,0076	
-,0295
13361	
.299	 39.46.4	 43.66	 1683	
-.1078.	 -.0073	 .-.03IT	 •4232
L3342	 5975.:	 445.48	 .24
	
1.17x1	 l'	
-.pg46	 -.01.29	 -.OI12	 ,0105	 .0059













10	 MACH	 Q	 1L0EG	 AEG	 .0026	 .0002	
-.0020	
.0078.








-].98	 .0176	 .0097	 .OQOD	 .0074
13354	 0300	 5991.9	 ^.07SS	 -.0002	
-.0024




-.b5	 -.01	 _.0169	 ,Gabs













:300'	 5988..5	 6013	 ,01	 •4446	 .0069	
-.0999	 .0003	
_.0015	 .0016
13361	 3990.6	 7 *61	 -.0773	
•0006	
-.QA19	 .0026
13342	 •300	 9.76	 .DI	 .3718
	
.0034	 -.0899	 .0006
13343	 .	 97300	 5x61.1
	
.03	 .7136
13363	 .30Q	 5g92.Q _ 11.
	





. d 4	 .7967	 .0007	






	 7s.	 .0009	 -.0010	 .00.
.:13305	
.301	 ba01.S	 16..01	 .0050	 -•10	 .0004	
.0016
13368	 1.7.68	 •	 •9i3	 .0041	 -.I227	 -.0002	 ,Q.Ote
	



















13373	 .2q9	 5952.7	 _.0Q	 1.1693.	 .:,1343	 -.0012	
.0031
	
.300	 59tie.B	 27.60	 .03	 1,2;61	 .007x	 _.0038	 .4057	
-•0104
1337 4
	.30 	 5957.9	 29.56.	







.301	 5993.2	 31.,.1	 1.3931	 0013•	 .00 4
	
,.x059	 -,0127




























*300	 5966.2	 .24'	 1.6296	 -.o12b.	 .0001	 -.0105	
-•0245





















	 .. ^  ....A^	





















NAS6 tkdltET 7 1 10 HIGH M EO TUNNEL



















-.41 -•8011 --	 ,0017 -•6-010 .0000 .0002
-,0000 .0007















-.0079 -.0000 .0003 ,0001 .0007
4]354 afl 6011.1 .Go ' .03 .01x4 .0056 -,0402 -00400 .0002 .0000 .003913364
11!61












































































































































































































































































-.0000 .0002 .0001 ,000♦











































































































































































































' NASA LANGLEY 7 X 10 416H SPEED TUNNEL















-00019 -.0081 •0230 -.0727 #0074
13427 8300 6023.7






-.0012 -.0088 .0237 -•0739 .0075









-.0098 00238 -.0719 .0077
r
'










.300 600907 15.97 5006 08361 .2309 -.099) .0002 .0149 -.0734 .00/113432_
13413
.300 6005.1 20.13 3.07 .026 •3544























0011313435 0299 5984.5 31#75
- 404 1.1444 .70.42
-.1407 -.0132 .0008
-.066213436
.301. 6926.6. 83.59 t6.5. 1.1727 .8345 .0060
.0128

























-.1016 -.a2ai -.0262 -.085 6 .Otte
.0176 .0001 -.0093 .0251 -.0775 .:077
F' TEST .24 RUN	 1.10
.. TP. HACK 0 ALPHA BETA CN C n CM. CRN CTN CY9 NUN NUMB PA DEG DEG






-.1154 00154 .0150 -.0052 .0191 -.0808
13426






























• 13431 .100 6004.7 15.97 5.06 .6713 -.0009
-60993
-.0034 .0145 -.0715 j
_
E
13432 .300 6005.3 20*13 5003 1.0164 .6044
-.1186 .Doot .0039 -.057513433 .300 - 5997.9 23.68- 4.91 3.0591 .0075
-.1199 ,0056
-.0129
-.035113434 .301 606061 27977 4979 1012981 .0059
-.1322 .0007
-.0139 -.0451
" 13435 .299 3984.5 31.75 4.64 1.34".. .6009
--.1407 -.0116 -.0063 -.066213436 .301 60.26.6 31.4.9 5.18 1.9442. -.0049
-.1467 -.0188
-4,0636
-.003313437 #300 6012.7 39.60 5.04 1.5295 -0116
-.1349 -.0101 =.0156 -. bee 3
Y	 ^
I` 13438 4300 6020.4 43.53 4.91 1.6032
-.0159 .1176 -.0066
-.0264 -.0901
, 13439 .306 5904.8 47.50 5.04 1.6601
-00205 -0.1016 -.0070
-.0317 -.08581344C
.299 $971.4 .51 5.11 1.0190 .0177 .0001 -.0096 .0250
-.0775
f	 ( _
NASA LANGLEY T X 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
tttF TEST 24 RUN	 210
TP MACH 0 ALPHAZ BETAZ CL2 ODZ CHSz CR'NSZ CYN52 CYSZ coatNUN ^NUH6 PA DEG DEG
13424 .301 6036.4 ..53 4.97 .0019 .0044







.300 6023.7 .50 5.10 00023 .0043 .002E -.0001
-.0132 °.0.158 .0006
- .300 6014.5 3.78 5.12 .0102 .0054 .Ozzl -.00081
-.0126 -.0154 .001113429 0300 5994.0 6.00 4.95 *0451 ..0105 .0513- -.0017
-,0123 -.0155 .002113430 .300 6004.9 11.92 5.20 .0744 .0196 .0017
-.0027 -.0127
-.0167 .003613431 .300 6004.7 15.91 5.26 .1046 .0334 .1141 -.0030
-.0134 -.0189 .005313432 030.0. 60654 20..0.7. 5.Z8 .1336 .0519 .1506. =.0049 -.0131t -.0146 .005713.433
13434
.300 $997.9 23.62 5.25 .1545 .0178 .1751




606001 27.7.1 5.14' .1794 .0927 .2090 .0067
-.0139 -.0242 .00215984.5 31.49 5*23 .2065 .1211 .2459 -.0093 --.0162
-.0318 .003213436
.301 6026.6 35.44 5.61 .2225 .14Z6 4718 -.0135 -.0196
-.0414 .005913437 .360 6012.7 39.63 5.52 .2391 .1761 .3043
-.0170 -.0217 -.0490 .009213430 *300 60x0.4 43.46 5*43 .2565 .2166 .3427 »,0214 -.0230
-.0574 .009713439 .300 5989.8. 47.45. 5*59 .2714. .2504 .3113' =.0246 :.0239. -..0597.. .006313440 .299 597314 .45 s.t2` .0026 .0O40 .0011
-.0001
-.0140 -.Ols4 .0006
TEST 24 RUN ,I10
TP HACH 0 ALPHAZ atrA2 CNZ CAZ CN2 CRNZ CYM2 CYZ CDC2HU1t HUMS PA DEG DEG
1342~ .301 6036.4 .53 4.97 .0019 .0044 .0023 00900 -.0129




-.0232 .000113427 .300 6023.7 .50 3.10 :0024 0043 .0026 .0000 -.0132 -.0151 .0001
-
13420 4300 6014.8 3.78 5.12 .0185 .0042 .OZ21 .0001 -.0120
-.0154 .000313129 .300 5994.8 8.00 4.95 00461 .004.1 .05.13 .0001
-.0:124 -.0155 .000513430 ,300 6004.9 11.92 ' 5..26 .0768 .003e .0817
.0000 --.0130 -.0167 .000413431 1300 6009*7 15091 5*26 01098 *0034 .1141 -.0000 -.0139
-.0109 .001313432 .300 60030.1 20407 5.26 .1452 .0022 .1506 -.0001
-.01.43 -.0196 .00.1413433 .300 549.7.9 23.,62 Site *1687 .6063. .1751 .0003L :0146
-.0211 .001013434 :301 6060#1 27071 5.14 .2023 -.0016
.2090 000055
-0154 -.0242 .000513435 *299 5984.5 31.69 5.23 .2395
-0054 .2458 .0005 -.0187




' 13437 0300 601267 39.63 9*52 .2965 -.0169 .3043 40007
-.9275
-.0490 ,002113436 .300 6020#4 43.48 5.43 .3366
-.0207 .3427 .0008
-.0320
-0574 .002313439. .300 3489.8 47.55 5.9.4 .37.39 -.0252 .3813. .0090
-.0345 -.0547. .001%13440 *299 $97.1.4 .45 3.12 .0026 6;0046 .0031 .00.00
-.01.40
-.0169 ..0001
O IGINAr PAGE S
OI+ ^'UUk QTJALI'i
f .
NASA LANGLEY 7 X 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
















































































































6010::1 39.53 +4.86 111779
x1742
-






























































































































































	 7 X 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL






































F'`13445	 •301	 6022.5	 7444'
	
_	 ,-4.69	 .0410	 +0059	 .0221	 .0049	 •0126	 .01.48	 .001113446	 •300	 5980.2




















	 .019313448	 .300	 5990.5	 19.88	 4.75. 0053






























	 .0076	 .0155	 .0275
	 •002313452













	 .008218454	 .300	 6001.1	 43.58	 -4.86
	
.2546	 .21.36	 .3414	 .008413455	 .30.0	 5993.3.	 47.88
	







-•0006	 .0048	 .0036	 .0072	 .0071 ..-.0006	
.0001	 .0127	 .0100	






























































	 •1140	 .0001	 .0136	 0183 13446	 .300	 5990.5	 19.58
	
-4-75.	 .1417	 •0013134 	 .,QQ24	 .147G	 .0001


















	 .300	 6410.3	 391,87
































	 ^ .3910'	 6008	 *OOZI
•00.48	
-.0006'	 .0000
	 •0127	 :01.50	 .0001
IM




















































11496 5.17 •6712 .1429




































6025.3 35.75 S.09 101802 .8458



























VEST 24 RUN	 112



















.0124 .0021 °.0092 -.00193
13480

















































-.017713466 .306 600664 27.76 4082 1.2049 60076 -•1326 .0016






6025.3 35.75 5.09 1.4520 -,0032
-.1463
--0173 -.0059





















.50 .0228 .0165 -.0010
-.0006
-.0106 -.0238
z NASA LANGLEY 7 X 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
VEST 24 RUN'.112









4.93 .0024 .0047 .0029
-.0001 -.0135
-.0162 .0006

























6000.6 11.89 5.33 .0747 .0197 .0620 -.0027
-.0131
--0178 .0034
-	 -	 --	 13484... --	 --
-.299-
6063.0







5975*5 19694- -	 5 0 49- •1311 .0513 .1499 -.0049
-.0133
-.01.95 .0056599.7x1 23.84 5.31 .1561 .0692 .1772
-.0057
-.0131 ».0208 0003913486 . .300 6006.4 27.70 5.11 •1628 •0946 .2124 -.0067 ».0139 --.0245
.0021:."	 13433 ,.300.' 6017x1 31.88 5.49 .2034: .1211 .2450 -:0098
















..2587 .2195 .3445 -.0210 -.0231
-.0559 .0092





a. .0044 .0025 -.0001 -.0125 -.0149 .0005
TEST 2 04 RIJN	 1:12
^. TV MACH 0 ALPHA2 BET42 CM2 CA2 CNt CRH2 CYM2 CY2 CDC2
NUN
"
NUMO PA DEG DEG
33477 .300 599808 .49 4.93 •0024 .0047 .0029 40000 -:0135 -.0162 00001
-	
1!474 .300 - 6012.6
-1.93 1.94 -..0066 .0046 -.0087
-.0000 -.0105 -.0124 .00013	 13479-
13480
.300. 6003.3 .49. 3.14 .0022 - .0047 .0025 ..0000 -.0139 .-.0166	 - .0001.
..309 601207.. .3.89 4 a .0202 .0045 .0138. .0001.: -.0125' -.015-3 000034	 13461 .300 5990-1 7.67 5623 .0445 60042 .0496 .0000
-.0132 -.0167 .000513441 .306 6000.8 11.89 5.33 .0771 .0039 .0820. -0000
-.0134 ^.0175 .000913483 .302 60.63.0 15.95	 - 5.13 41125 .0036 .1169
-.0006
-:0135. -.0183 .001313464 .299. 5975.5 19694 5.46 41445 .0022- .I'499
-.'0001 -.x142 -,4195 .0014
-	





-	 .300 6006.4 27,70 5617 .2058
-60013 ..2124 .0005
-.also. -.0245 .0005-13487 .3.00 6017.1 31.8a 5449 .2167>
-.005.9. .2450 ..6006 -.019.4
-.0.332 .0007.13418 4301 6025.3 35.70 8.93 .2656
-•0124
-2746 .0004
-00235 -.0409 .001313489 . 6.300 6008.8 30.51 5.30 .2993:
-40163 •3066 .0007
-.0256 -.0454 .002113490 .101 , 6033.4 43.83 5.36 .3106
-.0209, .3445 .00oa
-.0312 -,0559 .`002113491 .300 5986.7 47.39 5.61 .3136 -.0251 .3608 .0007




























































































































































































































































.0124	 -•0004	 .0104	 .0188




















































































































































































































































































































































	 CN2 `	 CA2'1.]493


























































































































































































LAMIXEY 7 K 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL















5911 .0220 :001514 .0010014 03::004 02.1 7 -.6731 .00741367& .301 5991.9
.	 .40 1602 -.1061 a 00 9 exec -.0550 .0065
-300 40884.90 *0320.234, 2 .0173 .0016 -.00:7 :0024t2 ::00731 :0007513476 0301 5960:4 4:808 4.91 44545 0289 .0106 QZ33 696 . 0	 75138?4 . iloc 599 .7.4 11.92 4.n
.731.3
•.0711
.159a .03.69. ...	 0	 5 226 -.0673 .0077.• ties*- .302 603 0.5 #3086 1603 •9751 0 596: :4084 OZIB -.0f, 07 moo?a13101 6299 504609 19.79 5..09 102061 02741 ol -.00670:0.,7 so 210 -*0706 .0054131122 -301 6004.1 23.68 4.0? 1.3136 93 1.0 0711_:02 0615::o 0 so0 ,0213883 :100 5961-6 4-04 1.3356 .5?47 -134
1 _1 
3 0 Z4 199 :1 3864 04 597409 116180 405 1.3839 .6995 .1556 -.0012 -.0391 .000 211013885
-300 $903.8 350 6 5.11 .8489 .1917 -.011*0477 -.050 3 .0 130'11466
.301 6003x1 39.64, 404 1.4158.1.4199 1.00781.1512 .20 a6t2324 0 .	 5	 6ZO 
3
.0072 01.5513647ties$ .301 $947.5 43.65 5.15 1.36es 1.2912 .2550 _0311 -00387-..0311 -.0035-.0131 W01 7 2
13819 .300•296 5067.75904.5 47.47 4.99 .1.3140 140,012 Z744
::03510331 -00251 . -.0232 .019900213
.62 4.912 .0391 .0193 .0021 -.0086 .0236 -.0659 .0014Test 24 RV14 	124TPNUN MAC"Hung PA ALPHA BETA cf4 CA cm CRM CYR CY




5.11 - OZ21 .0152 .0006
-.0731
*301 5991.9 -2.12.65 4.81 1068 .0173 -.0112
0,08,25
-.0 )4 :0236Diaz -.055013677 0300 5968..0a4.0a 4.984.90 .0330.2357 .0169 •4, .0016 -.0090 :0241 -.073113479 •301 3991.0 7.97 4.91 .4639 40122 ♦0166 _.011115D .02Z6 -.0686
t.
1387413860 0300 5997.4 11.92 4.76 .7514 .6o4l .0596 - .6120 0212.0196 -.0673-06a713001 •299 5944.9 15.8619.79 5.03$409 1.01301.2615 -.0023 .0801. -.0122 .0164 -- 070613562 .301 600401 13.00 4.87 1.4330 -.0060-.0063 .111 3.1349 -0021 .0092 -.06151308313884 *300 5961.4 27.77 4.. 1.5077 -00034 .1550 .024990172 --0134-.0352 -.0199.0005138e s *3000300 5974 95983:8 31. 80 4.87 1.6235 -.0078 -181 7 .0170 -.0467 .013913866 •301 600301 35-7634 64 . 3-164.94. 1.7376 +.0097 . .Z060 .0094 . -.0593 .0072
. 13007 .301 5997.5 43* s . I-S 1.8206. 1.8816 - oj^sa-:0171 •23Z4.2550 OOOT
.
-.04. 96 -.00351369813889 -300•194 5967.7 :., : ,47 4.99 101,66 -.0210 .2744
-.0037
-.0037 -.0415 -.02325909.5 4.82 .0393 .0189 .0021 -.0056 0236 -.0659




DPA ALFHA2DEG RETAl CL2 CDZ CplSz CA"S2 CYMSZ CY52 CDOZ1361413875 .301.309 6011.1$905.8 .44-2.18
DEG






-.0001 -.DI31 -.0153 .000E13075
:13679
•301
.300 . 5991.1 ?.$1 5.01 .0933 60179 .0591 -.0011-.0623 -.0151-.0146 .0012
1060 .302 5967.46010.5 11.0615.80 . 4.91S.Z3 .1608 w0397 .1514 -.0037 -.0119 . -.0155
.0014
.602213441 •299 590.9 19.n 5.35 22.19.2041 .0656.1069 Z102♦2526 -.0052 -.0121 -.0160 .0040230 0 .301 6004.1 23.82 9.17 .3434 .1496 .3403 -.0069-.Oo74 -.0124 -.0105 .006313863
136114
.300






1.3605 .300 5983.0 3107435.71 9.293.62 .3966 .2330 .4311 4 -.0107 -.0170 -.0343 .0070
13806 .39-1 6003.1 19,59 5,39 .4236 2.073 .4922 -.0152 -.0211 -.0435 .0084i3007 .302 5997.5 43.00 44405.4460 •S.67 .340Z.3949 .539z.584.o -.0154 -.0166 -m.0,39?	 . .005611080Islet .30062-90 5967.7 4?.42 9.54 .4428 .41000 .6235
-.010?
-.0196 -.0288-.0174 -.0396-.038t; .0062.003-35909*5 .55 403 *0060 .0061 .0051 -.0001 -.0130 -.0152 .0006
.




NUN@ 0ph ALPHAaDEG BETAR CN2 CAz cmz. CILM2 CY62 CV2 Cocz
• 13BT413075 4016300 .6011.1$96506 .44
Bea
'S.12 dozb .0051 -Paz$ .0000
-0015.Z 60002.13876 .204 1991*9 -2.14.59 4*784^89 -60291 *0056 .0002
::01 .29010a -.01 21 .01)OZ13077 .300 3468.4 4601 4.9S .004q.0411 .0059-0053 .0051.0415 .0000 -.0131 -.0153 .000213618 *301 5.99108 7.$1 5.01 •0945 .0
.









ties! .301 5946.9600.1 19*7323.02 5*39 •3130 0013 .2326 -.0023 0140 -.0155 '001513883 .100 5961.0 27.71 5.175.19 -3746
-4128 -60018-.0054 .3403.3806 -.0023 :.D143 -.0202 -001723084 *300 5974.9 31*74 S.Ps .460Z -.0099 .4394 -.0007-.0001 0174_.0200 -00280 .001413985





r NASA LANOtEY 7 K to Hi6H SPEEo TUNNEL
,. TEST 14 RUN	 129 4
}
TPNUM MACHNUMB 0MA AONADEG BETA CL CO CRS CRNS CYMS CYS CDCi.
r	 _
139061.3907 .300.300 .$479.26002.7 .45-2618
DEG
 -$.05
-9.16 -.0046 .0163 --0027. .0102 -.OZ64 .0721 +0Q7513908
.300 6998.7 .39
-4.87 -.0961
-.0064 ,0206 -.0097 .0080 -.0232 +0635 .00691 13909139 0 •300 $990.6 3.91 -5.01 .1944
.0170
.0256 -.0025.0144 .0100 -.0179 .0710 .0024 113911 :•300.299 599E.4393e *4 7607• -5*10 .4514 .0702 .0372
.0113
.0124 -.0282-*0314 .0705.0162 .00761 .3912 -.300 597560 12.0615.77 -5402
-5.007 .7255 ,1592 .0598 .0109 -.0297 .0724
.0080
.008113413 *300 . 6004.4 19 090
-4',.05 .	 .93261.1879 .	 .2666 .0793 .01Q2. -.0287 . 0673 .00}s13914
.299 . 5956.3 23.41
-4.99 1.3088 .4216.5603 .1153 -.6021 -•0757 .0517 .008913913
.300 590360 ;7.81
-9.18 1*3234 *6928 .1347 -.0142 .0150 :0075 .01051341613917 +3300.301 6001.4 31.71 -	 -9.11 1.3805 .6430
.1534
.7786 60027
_ .0119 .0416 -60290 •0119
f „ 13918 .301'
6012.56006.7 35.0239059 -5 0 -5.03 1.3402 .9995 .2710 .0248
.0519
•0540 -.0310-60314 .*132.0151 i[13919' .300 6006*3 43.62
-4.99 1.40151.3687 161417 .2300 .0249 •0404 -+0164 .OL631392013921 .300 6007.5 47.60 -5.02 1:.Z983
:	 1.27961+3944 2590.2791 .Oxse ,0267 .0188 .*300 600206 .43 -4.46 •0003' 60167 -.DOF9 '.4194.0100 .,0027-.0271 .O6 B6 .0215 ;r . .
.TEST Z4 .0722 .0073 -


























.0077 .0144.0372 .0132 .0274 +0705,. 13911
11417 .;99
.300
;438.45975.0 12.08 -3.0702 . 97427 .0030 .0595
.0166
.0769 -.0294
-.0285 •0762.0724y 13913 +300 6004.4 15.771.9.90 +5.-4..95 .09 2 -.0023 .0793 .0176 -*0248 .06731391.4 .299 5956.3 23.01
-4.99
1-.26011.4268 +.0070 *1153 .0034 -,0155 .0$17 `13915 .300 $983+4 27081
-5.18 194931 -.0084:.-60046 .1347 -.0191 .0680. .*07513916 1300 6001.4 31471 -5.11 166179 - ..1534 -.0170 .0380 -.029613917
.301 6012.5 35.82
-$.03 : 1.7164 .0086 .I7e8 --0172 .0504 -.0310 113910 .301 6004.7 39.59
-5.09 2.0075 -. 0110




-.0166 .2300,259* ' »-0027.0072 .0502 -.016#
13921
,300













NASA LiNGLEY 7 M 10. HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
















.0074 .0008.0372 .0002 .0127 .0146 .000.71391013411. .300 1998.9 7,94 -.04 60951 .01.79 ,09.02 .00.13. ".0626 .Olz2 .0142 .0012




.300 6004.4 19.96 -4,47
-4.70 •2104t2099 .0645 .2071 .0055 .0113 .015213914 .299 6956.3
-23.67 -4.69 .9409 -3060
.1490
.2792 .0068 .0108 .0161 .0063.0063
_13915 .300 $983.0 Z7.8? -4.83 .3662 .Is?$ .3391.3077 .0076 ,0112 .0141 .906613916 *300 6001•4 31.77 -4.7Z
.9956 .2340.	 : .4364 .0090 .0146 .0283 .0060 `a13917
13918 .501.301 8012.5 36 :87 -4.62
-
.4179 .2053 .4875 .4143




.300 6007.5 47 ..72 -4.;'6 .4454
.4377 .3941:4403 .5867 .0:124 .Q33a ' .0327 .0057'13921
.300 6002..6 .49 -4.94
.4012 .0056 .6281.0010 00165
.00302 .0104 . *463 . 0023 a
TEST La. RUN	 119.
.0121 .0136 60007
TPNUN MACHNUNB 0PA ALPHA2DEG BETA2 CN2' CA2 CM2 CRM2 CYM2 CY2 CDC21390613007 .300*300 $979.28602.7 .3.2-1.11
DEC
-9.05
-1.19 ..coos.-00155. .0052 .00.04. .0601 .0129 .0149''` .0DO213908 .300' $990.7 +45
-4.86 .0007 .00.49.0056 -.0149.' -.0000 .0115 .0137 . 000213904
.300 3990.6 3.98
-4.95 .'03e8 .Q047 . 000 8.0372 .0001 . 0127 .0146 .00011391023911 .300499 5996 .9 7.94 -5.00 *0467 .0046 .0902
24004
.0010 .OIZ3.0131 .0142.0153 .000313912 .300 593e.43975.60 12.3415.83 -4.87 .1664 .0043 .1530 .0016 .0127 .0154
.0004




.0007 .2071 .0022	 ...012# .0132 .000913 .91.4 '
13915
.294




.0026 .OF25.0134 :0161.0191 .001313916 .300 5903.6600164 270731.77 -4.03 +4113' -.0054 .3877 .0011 .0171 .0283
.0014
.OD1413917 .301 60120 35.07 -4.72-4,62 .4597.5059 -.0094-.0137 .4344 .0004 .4190 .0332 .001513918 *301 6006.7 39.84 -4.61 95944 -4178 .4873.5363 .0001 .0215 .0364 .001613919 .300 6006.3 43.67 -4.40 .5943 -.0225. .5867 -:0002 *0200 .0354 .001713920 .30.0 4001.5 4.7.'72 -4:46: .6243' -.QZ76 .6261 -.0006' .0183 .0327:$463 : 001213921 6300 6002.6 .49'

























































































































































































































































-lo g o	 4093	 X4950
	 00200
.82
	 5604	 .0395	 .01683890	 5.06








	 4.76	 1.2098	 .429221.72
	 5.09	 1.:3229	 .514627.77
	 S.06
	 1.7388	
.70D4.31.83	 3.00	 1.3948	 .058135.86
	 6.01
	 1.4159	 1.011039.73











































































	 .065919.82.	 5.0.3	 .2960
	 .107823.86	 5.39	 .3459	
- .149927.71
	 3040	 .3693




	 5.08	 44390	 4341043.65	 5.51
	 .4472
	 .394547.71
	 5.63	 •4423	 .4441
.6'1'


















	 .00467.86	 4488	 #0971
	 60048
11.68	 5.07	 .1569	 .004115.77	 3.01
	 •2316	 .003119.61	 5.03
	 03150
	 .001023.66	 5,39






















	 .0.049	 :005 B .
7 X 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL.
	
CMS





































































































































































































































































































































NASA LANGLEY 7 X 10 "tc" SPEED TUNNEL
TEST 24 RUN
	 127
TP HACH 9 ALPHA BETA CL CO CNS CRNS CYNS CYS CDC
HUN NUN& PA DEG BEG
13949 .306 34911! .46 -5.06 .0004 •0179 .0007 .0006. 40102 .0214: 90011
13450 6100 !rove? -1645 -4.90 -60137 .0194 -.0051 -.6014 .0065 .0176 .10071
15051 0300 6001.0 .63 -4.86 .0070 -0154 .0016 .0007 .0096 .0197 .0074
r	 139,52 .300 5997.2 4.10 - -5.04 .2091 .0243 .0193 .0041 00102 .0192 0077
13953 6300 6007.1 T.95• -4.05 .4464 .0702 .0415 .0076 .0092 .0176 .0016
11954 ♦100 594461 11.44 -4040 .6856 .1469 .0616 .0043 .0081 .0184 .0077 f
13955 1,299 b967.5 15492 -5001 99799 .2776 .0456 .0104 .0044 40175 00041 >i:.:r
13fS6 ..f00. . 3-l^6.3 ` 10.74 -5.01 1.1859 .4177 .1150 .coil .8141. .0104 .0065
11957
-300 597544 53.66
-S.02 1.3112 .5662 .1367 -.0106 -0374 -.0212 .0109 1
1195! 0300 'a977.N. 27075 -4673 103218 .6147 .1544 OG32 .0393 -00309 .0111
13959 0301 6017.2 31.46 -4.80 1.4794 .6469 -1776 .0099 .0429 -.0145 .0121
13960 .300 6001.4 35.54 -4.15 1.4037 ,9911 41980 00176 .0373 -.0077 40134
13961 0299 $96663 39.44 -4909 193949 1.1459 .2327 .0222 -0232 00093 .0153
13962 .300 5197494 43066 -4.94 1.3633 1.2146 .2596 .0219 .0095. .0360 .0167
13083pp .301' -6106.3 47.66 -4'.03 1.2974 I..39z7
..
.2751 .0227 .0060 .0707 .0213
P.	 13964 9302 604941 .38 -4.90 .0074 •0169 .0021 .0005 .0101 .0199 .0060 y
TEST 240O
 127
Tf HACH 0 ALPHA BETA C4 CA CN CRM CYII CY
NUN HUM! P3 DEG DEG
-'	 13949 .300 .5941.6. .46 -5.06 40006. .0179 .000.7 :0005 .OIOZ .0514
13930 .300 59970 61065 -4090 -00643 .0167 -.0058 -.0011 .0066 .0178 S
13951 .300 6002*0 .63 -4.06 .0072 .0153 .0014 .0006 .0094 :0191
13952 .300 5997.2 4.10 -5.09 ,2106 .0133 ,OL95 .0034 .0104 .0192
_	
-	
13953 .300 600TW1 7695 -4669 .4336: .0075 .0415' .0062 .0102 .0176
13954 6300 $984.1 11.84 -4.00 .7013 .0030 .0616 .0065 .0096 .0164
13955 4299 796705 15.92 -5.01 1.0164 -.0019 .0456 .Ooal .0111 .0175_
T:	 119.56 .300 59!6.3 19*74 -'2901 1.2573 -4073 .1.140 -.0031 .0139 0104
13957 .300 $9754.4 23.66 -S.02 1.4263 -.0077 .1367 -0249 .0299 -40212
13956 .300 $97705 27.73 -4.75 1.4904 -.0059 -1344 -.0155 .0362 -,0309
•	 13939 .301 6017.2 31.66 -4.80 1.6197 -.QOT1 .1776 -.0142 .0417 -,0165
13960 .300 6001.4 35.54 -4.45 1.7163 -.0095 .1940 -.COTS .0407 -.0077
13461 .299 5966.3 39.84 -4089 108052 -00139 .23x7 •0022 .0320 .0095
€'•	 13962 .300. 5974.4 43.68 -4.94 1..069t -.0167 .2596 .0093 ..0120 .03.60
13963 .303. 61.06.3 41,66 -4..83 1.9033 :40209 .2788 .0109 .0208. 07.07
13964 .301 604941 .56 -4090 40076. .0166 .6021 .0004 .0101 •0199	 .
E:
NASA LANGLEY 7 X 10 HIGH SPEED FUNNEL L':
r	 TEST 24 RUN	 127 t
TP MACH 0 ALPHAZ 8ETA2 CLL CO2 CMS2 CRM32 GYMs2 CYS2 CD62
Null NUM3 PA QEG. DEG
13949 .••3Q0 5991.4 .52 -5.06 .0012 .0058 40014 .0002 .0132 .0154 .0005
'	 13950 .100 ".5997.7 -1.76 -4.92 -.0147 .0059 -.6152 -.0003 .9106 .0126 ..0006 .^
t	 13951 .300 4001.0 .70 -4.46 -0027 .0056 .0OZ9 .0002 .0123 .0145 .0006
t	 13952 .300 5997.2 4.17 -9.04 .0415 .0005 .0405 .0014 60IZT ♦0146 60013
'	 13953 0300 600701 8.02 -5.75 .0946 .OLBZ .0899 .0036 .0116 .0137 .0018 '`a
13934 .300 596441 11.91 -4.65 .1518 .0361 .1437 .0039 .0112 .0140 .0025
1395$ .299. $957.3 15+99 -4.lQ +2231. .0677 .2134. .0056 .0114 .0155 .0045
13956 .300. 599643 19.90 r4. 75 .2688 .IQSZ .2776 .0070 .0108 .0161 •0064
13957 •100 5975.4 23.72 -4.72 .3410 .1464 .339Z .0012 00119 .0203 .0067
1393E .30C 5.977.5. 27.8o -4941 .;3649 .1663 .3646 .0064 .0131 0234 .00S9
13959 0301 6017.2 31.91
-4.41 039.63 .2359 .4399 .0110 .0171 .0354 .0074
13960 .300 6001.6 35:59 -4.42 .4176 .2825 .4453 .0130 .0177 .0373 .0044
19961 .299 5966.3 39.69 -4.41 .4366 .3413 •5375 .0140 .0172 .0379 .0079
13962 6300: 5974.1. 41.73 -4.411 ..4444 .3935 .5.463 .0148. .6166 .0396 .0056
13963 aim b106.3 49.70 -4.28 44369 .4392 .6262 .0184 .6166 .0520 .0023
11964 9302 604941 665, -4.49 ".90029 .005 7 .0032 .0002 .0130. 40152 .0007
TEST 24 RUN	 127
e
TP AACH 0 ALPHA2 WAR CN2 CAR CM2 CRM2 CYH2 CY2 CDC2
HUM Who PA DEC OEG
139.49 •300 591.8. .82 -5.06 +0012 .0009 .0014. .0002*..:. 0132 .0164 .0002.
13930 .300 . 5997.7 -1..76 -4.92 -40149 4054 -.0152 -.0090 4101 0121 .0002 -
17951 6300 6001.0 610 -4.46 ..0027 .0056 .0024 .0001 +0123 •0145 •0002
11952 .300 1997.2 401T -5.04 .0420 .0055 .0405 -	 .0003 .0127 .0146 .0003
13953 .306 6007.1 4.02 -4.75 .0962 .0049 .0899 .0010 .0118 .0137 .0004
13954 .300 5914.1 11.91 -4.65 .1560 .0041 .1437 .0015 .0117 .0140 .0006
^.	 13955 0299, $967.5 .0999 -4.40 .2330 .0031 .2134 .0023 ..0125 .0153 .0010
1.3956 4300 5.944.1` ..19610 -.4.76 .307.4 +0015 .2771 .OGZ9 .0125 .0.161 .0015
134sl
-1p6
5973.4 23.72 -4.T! .3719 ^.0013 .3392 .0027 .0142 .0203 .0016 ql
13958 0300 5977.5 27.60 -4441 04097 -40054 .3444 .0013 .0155 .0254 .0014 _S
13959 .301 '6017.11 31491 -4.41 .46`11 -*0092 .4399 .0003 40203 .0354 .0017
13960 .300 6001.8 35.59 -4.42 .$040 -.0133 44433 .0003 .Ozzo 90373 .0019
i{	 13961 6299 ,x96663 19619 -4.41 95541 -.0182 .3375 -.0003 .0222 .0379 .0013
13.9b2. .300 1974.! 43973: -4.43 .5931 -+0226. ,5463 -,00.07 -0.222 .0394... .0412
139b3 .303	 ... 610643'. ...47.10. -4.24 ..61.611. .-:.0276".. .6262 -.0011 .0264 .0520. .0004
13964 .302 .6049.1 .65 -4089 .0029 .0056 .0032 .0001 .0130 .0152 .0001
^:1
NASA tANGLEY 7 R 16 HIGN . SPEED TUMEL
n#


















-60021 .0011 -.0014 •0019 60057
x+ 14096

































-.00 .2146 •0283 .0192 .0013 -.0015 •0006 .0058
14432 ,300 5994.2 7.42
-600
-•00






































































1.3511 ,6432 .1540 .0017 -.0013
-.O15H .0086
14043









'> 14044 .299 5953.7 31.52

















































































TEST . 414 . RUN
	 124
-





-.0192 .0183 -.0021 .0016
-.0014 .0019








































7.82 x.00 $4794 .0094 .0425 .0021 -60017 +•.0017
14034
9.63 -.O1 65967 .0079 10558 .0021
-.0019 -.0027
.300 5965.9 12.07 -.00 0343. .0060.. .0600 40015
-,0019
-.0041.











































14041 .301 6625.6 25.63 .21 1.4964











6016.4 29,62. 623 1.6055 -.0065 .1463 .0016
-.0006 -.0151
L,















-.22 7.7930 -.0107 .2249 .000i .0000
- .014514048 .300 5985.6 39.71
-.04 1.8342

























14052 .299 5964,1 47.70






-14053 .304 5997.9 -.42 .00





e NASA LANGLET 7 3 10 NIGH SPZ_EO TUNNEL
r` TEST 26 RUN	 1Z9
T ► MACH a ALPHAZ SET42 CLZ CO2 CMS2 CRMSZ CTM51 Cyst CD82
NUN MUM& PA DEG OEO -
14024 6299 5960.0 -:.42 -:0.1" -.0014 .0053 -.002.3 40000 .0004 .0004 .0010.
14023 .30D 5901.0 -4.11 -.05 -.0345 .0062 -,0342 .0001 .0005 .0005 .0003
14026 •300 5904.6 -2416 -402 -.0111 -0061 -.0131 .0001 .0007 .0009 .0010
14418 .300 5904.0 -.64 -_.01 .0009 .005b -.0001 .'ODO1 .0007 .0009 00011
1402.9 •300 5977.0 2611 as •DZ$9 90065 .0239 90001 .0003 .0004 90021 A
14030 ► 300 5990.2 3099 .a5 .0464 60002 00423 .0002 .0003 .0003
14031' .299 M6.2 5.64 .a7 .0755 .0133 .0690 .0002 .0001. -.000:1
.0031	 •'
.0047
r, IOU.. 6300 5,09442 7.82 .10. 01056  .00196 '^:@447 4000Z .0001 -.0002'. .0065
c I4033 0300 5941.3 9.63 -12 .1353 .0261 .1240 .0002 .0002 .0000 .0081 F
14034 •300 5985.9 12.07 .15 .'1730 00410 -3590 .0002 -00002 -.0605 •0106
14039' .299 5939.7 X3•46 •17 .2037 .0539 .1076 .0002 -.0001 -.0003 .0130	 h
44036 6300 398496 11.90 .2O .2407 .0721 02229 .0001 -.0005 -.0OIZ .016.4
14037. .$..00 5989.6 17.93 .22 .2772 .0920 .ZS06. .0001 -.0005 -00013. 60202
14038 •300. 6001.0 19470 .23 .3071. .1107 .2641 -.0001 _ -.0005 -.0018 .0239
18039 4249 5955.6 11.75 .25 .3373. .'1382 .322'2 -00001 -.0006 -.0017 .0273:
14040 .299 .5958.7 13.67 .30' 03615 .1565 .3319 -.0001 -,0005 -.0011 .0292 q	 r
°
14041 0301 6925.6 25.65 .33 .3796 ,1782 .3791 -+0005 -.0005 -.0020 .0296
14042 .300 6003.6 27.83 .54 .3414 .1999 .4028 -.0005- -.0006 --0021 .0299


























140.46 4300 5993.5 3S.65 .39. 04130 •Z926 .4966 -.DQO7 -.0009 .0024 .0376
14047 -301 6020.8 37.52 •Z9 .4426 .3149 .5209 -.0006 -.0009 -.0021 .0374
14048 .300 5-:815.6 39.71 .44 •4496 63463 .5457 -.0034 -•0015 -.0036 ..0362
14049 0300 59%•7 41.53 439 .431$ .3702 .5636 -.Oalb -.0010 -.0036 .0361
14050 .299 5975.7 43.75 .47 .4560 .4008 .591a -00027 -.0024 -.0056 .0360 }
k 14051 0300 099307 4509 .51 4456,7 -8291 .6120 -.0042 -.0036 -.0073 .0347
1402 6299. 5,064 .1 47.7Q .54 .45.16 .4405 2.6.63..0043 -.0032 -.0042' :0314
k. 14053 .300 5997.9 -.41 -.00 -.0015 .0044 -.0027 .0001 .00" .0006 .0000 .
t TEST 24 RUN	 129
Tf MACH O ALPHAZ RETAZ CH2 CAZ C112 CRMZ CTM2 CYZ COCI E
MUM HUMS PA OEi OEG
14024. '.299 5960.5 -.41 -.01 -.0013 .0053 -.0023 .0000 .0004. .0004 40003
1.4015 .300 5981.0 -4.-lt -.05 -.0350 .:0057 -,0342 ..0001 «0005 .0009 .QOOI
1402E .300 5984.8 -2.16 -602 -00123 •0057 -.0131 -0001 .0007 .0009 .0002
:- 14026 .300 5904.0 -.64 -.01 .0005 .0056 -.0001 .0001 .0007 .0009 -0003
14019 .30D 5977.0 2.11 .03 .0261 .0050 GZ39 .0001 .0003 .0004 .0005
14030 .300 5990.2 3.99 905 .0469 .0050 .0425 .0001 .0003 •DO03 .0006
14031 6299 595662 $.84 607 .D765 .0055 .0690 .0001 .0001 -.0001 .0012
.14012 .300 519462 Toot .10 .3,073. -QONO- .0967 .0002 .0001 -.-0002 .00.17'
r 14033 i300 5981.3 %63 012 .2361 .O"b .1241 .0002 .0002 .0000' .0021
14034 4300 3983.9 12.07 .15 .1778 .0039 .1590 .0002 -.00al -.0005 .0027
y 14035 0299 5959.7 13086 917 .2107 •0036 .1876 .0002 -.0000 -.0003 .0033
14:6`1 -300 5964.6 15090 .20 .2513 .0033 2219 .0002 -•4004 -.0012 ..0042
.; 1'463T' .300 590946 17.93 .22 .1421 ..0022 .2566 .0003 =00015 -.0083 60042
14036 6300 6001.0 19.75 023 •3264 .0003 ,2091 .0002 -.0408 -.dole .0061
14039 .299 5955.6 21.75 .25 .3630 -.0004 13222 .0002 -.0007 -.0017 .0(%70
14040 0299 5955.7 23.67 *30 .3939 -.0019 .3519 .0001 -.0005 -.0011 .0075
14041 - .301 0025.6 25.65 .53 .4193 -.0037 .3791 -.0001 -.0010 -.0020 .0077
14042' .300 6003.6 27.81 .54' .4394 -.0060 .4028 .0000 -.0009 -.0021 .0077
i 1.8043 •301 60I6.4 29.61 460 .4622 -.0079 .4269 .0000 -:0013 -.0032 .0061
1404 F •299 5953.7 31.52 .35 .46'19 -.0100 .4587 .0000 -.0015 -.0032 .0089
14045 .299 59664 33.58 .36 .5618 -.0123 .4739' .0000 -.0017 -.0037 .0095 d	 t:,
14046 4300 $993.5 35.65 .39 65224 ».0146 .4966 -•1001 -.0012 -.0024 .0097
14047 9.301 &OZO.3 37.12 .23 .5453 -.0166 .5209 -.0001 -.9012 -•.0023 .0096
14048	 - .300 5965.6 39:71 .44 .5684 -.0192 .3457 -.0001 -.0021 -.0036' .0093
14049 0300 $996.7 41.53 .39 .58.35 -.0222 .5636 -.0001 --.0025 -.0036 .0093
14,050 .2.99 5975.7 43.75 .47 .6066 -.0256 .5910 -.0003 -.0036 ^.0046 0093
14051.` .300 6983.7 45.59 •51 96232 -.0286 .6120 -.0003 -.0055 -.0073 .0089 {'
14052 •Z99 5964.1 41.70 .54 .6357 -00322 .6325 -00005 -.0053 -.0042 .0081 i
14053 •300- 390.9 -042. -.00 -.0016 .0044 -.00Z7 .0001 .0004 .0000 -0002
a






















NASA LANGLEY 7 R 10 HTGH SPEED TUHNEL
TEST 24 RUN	 13Z
T► MACH 0 ALPHA 9EtA	 r. CL CO CRS CRNS CYR$ CYS COC
NUR NUBS ►A AEG DEG
14126 .101 602363 •51 4.67 •Otto .0165 .0004 -*0064 .0235 -.0733 .007614127. .300 6002.9 -2.56 4.92 -.IZ90 •0216 00046 -60054 .0161 -00311 .0066
14121 .301 *014.6 933 4.66 40243 .0166 .0001 -.0065 •0235 -.0715 .0075
.	 14119 0301 6012.3 3.76 , 4.98 .2082 .0263 .0045 -.0067 60236 -40689 90077 !14130 .300 3993.1 7409 5.01 -34346 *Obbs •0064 -40077 00221 -.0677 .007714131 _	 .300 5970.3 14.13 S004 46542 .1445 .0106. -.0035 .0192 -.0704 40060
14132 .300 5963.3 15.92 5.14 .7967 .2334 .0167 .0024 00115 -40657 0001214133 419* 696463 11077 4.75 •6699 03227 *0055 60016 -00011 -.0420 4006414134; 491 $95443 23610 4.95 49342 .4ZT1 .0027 -.0031 -.0105 -.0340 .010013135 .300 5971.2 27.95 5006 li:0326 .5590 -.0067
-00064 -.0036 -90572 00112
44 136 4500 6000.3 31.65 4.99 1,1055 •6940 -.0244 -.0149 .012E -.0667 .0131
*	 14117 •300 3960•,6: 35.74 4.12. 1.1506 .6272. -.0209 ».0154 .0135 -.0751 *013714136• 0300 6002.6 39.74 4.17 1.1609 *9579 .0009 -.0164 *0036 x.07/6 .0196 i14139 * 300 3917.6 41465 5*19 '1.1313 1.0647 .0177 -.0225 -.0087 -.0734 .0216
-	 14140 4300 5976.0 47.31 S.16 1.1214 1.1973 .0322 -.0236 -.0100
-.0755 .023014143 301 6037.3 .59 4.98 .0314 .0169 .0007 -.0061 .0224
-*0632 .0074
TEST. 14 RUV	 131
TO MACH 0 ALPHA 6ETA CA CA CR CRR CYR CY
Nun NUN1 ►A OE.G DEG
14126 .301 6023.3 .31 4.87 .0222
-0163 .0005 -.0006 .0234 -.0733
14127 .300 6002.9 -1056 4.12 -.1299 .0198 -.0046
-.0046 .0163 -.0571
14121 *301 601446 .55 4.66 40245 •0166 .0001 -.0087 .0234 -.0715
14119 .301 6012.3 3.76 4.99 .2095 .0126 .0045
-.0102 .OZ30 -.0699
14130 .300 59911.1 7.69 5.01 04396. 40062 .0064
-.0107 .0206 -.06771413! `a.GO 3.470.3.	 ..12,11: 5.04. ....67.34 . .0031 ..0106 -.0074. ..also -.0704
14132 .300 $453.3 13.92 S.14 .5321 .0054 .0167 --.0009 .0111 -.0657
14133 *299 5964.3 19.7T 4,75 09278 *0095 .0055 .0020 -.0005
-.042014134 .299 5954.3 .21.80 4.9s 1.0307 .0122 .0027 .0014 -.0100 -=0340
14135 .300 5971.2 27.95 5.00	 - 3.1141 .0097 -.0017 -.0057
-60071 -.0572 r
14136 .300 6000.3 31065 4.99 1.3052 .0060 -.0144 -.0194 .0030
-.0667 y
15137 :.-*300 5966.6 35.74 4.8Z 1.4171 -..OQQ8 -.0Z09
-.0204 .0020 -.0751
14138 .300: 6002.6 39474
_ M 1.5051
-.0057 .0009 -.0149 -.0077. -.0786
14139 *300 5957.6 43665 5.39 1.5616 -.0090 .0177 -.0103 -.0210 -.0734 1
14140 .300 5974.0 47.31 3*16 1.6417 -.0139 .0322 -.0006 -.0241 -.0735 ti
14141 .301 6037.3 .55 4.06 .0115 *0146 .0007 -.0003 .0223 -..7632
. h
NASA LANGLEY 7 1 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
TEST 24 RUN.	 132
Ts. RACH 0 ALlHAZ 6ET42 CLZ 402 CRSZ CRR52 CTNSZ CYST
NUN .NUM1 PA DEC DEG
14126 .301 6023.3 .44 4.68 .0015 .0049 .0018 -.0001
-.0136 -.016414127 .300 6002.9 -2.62 4.64 =.0117 .0053 -•.0143 .0005
-.0113 -.0137
14126 .301 6014.6 .49 4.67 .0015 .0052 .0016 -.0001 -.0136 -.0163
14129 .301 6OLZ.3 3.70 5.03 *0204 .0064 .0236 -.0006
-.0133 -.0160
14130 .300 599341 7.62 S.1.1 .0177 •0.113. .0529 -.0017 -.0126
-.0162
14131 .300 3.970..3 12405 5.20. .0612. .0222 ..0872' -.0026
-.0134. -.0162
14132 .300 5963.3 15.66 5.34 .1124 .0361 .1210 -.0040 -.0142 -.0203
14133 .299 59640 19.71 5.00 .1353 .0506 .1407
-.0045 -.0120 -.0190
14134 .299 $954.5 2304 5.25 .1603 .OTIQ .1620 -.0038 -,0140 -.0228
14135 .300 5971.2 27.89 5.43 .1614 .0923 .2126 -.0075 -.0160 -00291
14136. ..300 600003. 31.60 5.31 .1979 .1117 .2405 -.0093 -.0162 -.0312
1413? .300 5994.6 35.69.. 5.26 .2163 .1307 .2702:
-.0116 -.0170
14138 .300 6002.6 39.69 1.25 62403 .1769 3093 0146 =.0190-.0415
14139. .300 5987.6 43060 5471 .2784 02166 .3475 -.0196
-.0216 -.04gE
14140 .300 547040 37.26 5.71 ,2710 .2557 .3051
-.0215 -.0210 -.0499




Tr . 0 AL.►HAZ . 6ETA; CHZ C ►2	 .:. CMt CM CYRZ Cyr CQt2.
NU# Mums }A DEG DEC
-.
14126 4301 6023.3 •44 4.66 .0015 0004.9 .0016 .0000 -.0136 -.0164 .6001
14147 .300 6COZ.9 -1.62 4.09- -.0119 .0047 -.01-43 -.0000 -.0113 -.013-1 .0001
141.24 •301 6014.4 *49 4.97 .0035 .0051 .00L8 .0000
--.0136 -,0163 .0001
14129: 4301 6012.3 3.70 5.03 .Oros .6051 .0038 .0001 -.0133 -.0160 .0002
14130. .300. 3993*1 .7.92. 5.11. .048s .0047 .0529 .0000
-.0129 -.0162 00004
14131 .360 5970.3 12.05 5.10 .0.040 .0047 -LS72 .0001 -.0137 -.0182 .0008.
14132 ..304 $983.3 1%06 5.34 n 1160 .0040 .1210 40000 -.0148 -.0203 .0012
14133 .294 9964.3 1.9.71 5.00 x1445 60022 .1417 •0001 -.0135 -.0190 .0011
14131 .199 5934.5 23.74 5.25 .1753 .0005 .18100 .0004 -.0152 -.0228 .0006
14135 .300 3971.2 27.09 3.43 :2035 -.0033 .2146 .0006 -.0176 -.0291 .0003
14136 .300 6000.3 31.60 5.35 .2270 -.0093 .240s .0006 -.0167 -.0312 .0002
14137 . .300 5986~6 35.69	 - 5.26. .?.564 -.0135.. .21'02 .0006
-.0206 -.0343 .0030
14138 .300: 6002.6` 39064 54.25 .zg79. =.0174 .3083 *.0007
-60241. -...0415 .0014.
14135 .300 3947.6 43.60 3.71 .3365 -.0213 .3471 .0007 x.0292 -.4 8 .0014
14140 .300 5979.0 4.7.26 5.71 •3718 -.0255 .3051 .0000 -.0301 -.0449 .0011






T t 10 
HIGH SPEED TUNNEL 
NASA LA06lEV F
' 6UN,	 131 CO	 CRS CRN5	
LTIIS CDC #
TEST	 24	 CLSETA














14107 ,3p0	 6002.? -1.110	
-5002	 -









L 79	 -5,07	 .17911
.0236	 .0620
















- 0011 .0411- 40091
X4362 •299	 5970•!


























































RUN	 133 CA	 c CRN	
C7N C7
?EST	 14
T ► MACH	 0 ALPHA	
lET► 	 CN















-4.90	 -.Oaks .0163	 "60026
.0100
.0121	 -.0283 .0713.




























19.611	 4.91.	 1.Ok02 .0112	 -.0071
^,0062 •007	 . 0094
•0437





































14111 .900	 59110.1 .
f








































































.Ob63	 ,170X11 2 .0080	 ,0158 .02420.277 .
.0001
.0006


















,0055 Jrf - 14166



























•46	 ...	 4	 87	 ...	 ...0004
COC2




































3 .116	 ^1002	 ,13)93
.0038:	 .0224


















- 1254 -	 -.0	 -98036	 .1) -•.0001	
..0140



































.014_ ,0013341117 .300	 6006.6.	 -.DgOb	 .004119.64	
r4.33	
,2462


















NASA LAOGLEY 7 K 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
list 24 ` sUN	 174
f/ MACH 0 ALPHA SETA CL CD CKS cans CTNs CTS CDCIIUN HUNG EA DEG OE0
14144 •300 601143 *be 4685 00312 .0157 •0006 -.0002 -.0114 -.0266 .007914105 .300 6000.5







342 .2245 0OZ67 .0053 -•0026 -•0116 -.OZTT .00795919.1 7.04 4.49 .4366 .0651 .0076 -•0038 -.0109 -•.0291 .007614184 0301 601642 11.62 409 .6467 .137e •0117 -.0026 -00105 -.0349 .007a14190 .299 5969.1 15099 4090 .7096 .ZZ4a .0115 .0012 -.0144 -.034a .004214191 .300 6612.2 19.82 4.75 .4675 03213 00050 -60007
-.0215 -60233 .004319392 8300 600004 23696 4042 .9138 44234 00026 -.0049 -.0209 -.0262 •010214193 •300 $947.6 Mob 4063 1.0212 .1tab -.0070 -.0071 .-.0078
-,0538 .011314194 .299 5472.7 3.1.43 5.09. 1.1028 .6909 -.0267 •.0173 .0083 -.0613 0013414145 •299 3966.9 35062 9623 1.1571 .8180 -00216 -.0190 .0104 -.0816 .016414196
14197 ,
0299 5'07706 39.31 4.99 1.1609 .9491
-.0043 -.0189 .0051 -*0846 x0200400 59&1.3 43.69 4040 1.1536 1.0671 .0190 -.0193 -•OOa9 -.0914 .021614194 •296 593664 47049 9020 1.1219 1.2013 .0331 -.0212 -.0097 -.0843 .0228141av 6390 5944.9 *65 4.86 .0323 .0173 .0012 -.0000 -.0114
-.0243 .0070
ZEST 24 RUN	 134
TP MACH p ALPHA SETA c% CA cM Can CTH l'.1'NUN
HUNG
/A DEG OEG





-.0036 .0024 -.0095 -.020214166 .300 $997.1 ..65 4.90 .0294 .0154. 00009 -.0000 -.0116 -,025614167
14.148
.301 602462 4.01 9.12 .2251 .0109 .0053 -.0010 -.0117
-.0277
.100 5979.7 7•q 4.99 .4614 40049 .6076
-.0023 -.0113 -.029914161 •301 601602 11652 409 66612 40024 .0117 .0004 -.0109
-,034914190 4149 596901 13.99 4.90 .4223 40024 .0105 .0051 -.0135 --034014191 .300 6012.2 19.12 4.73 0291 .0051 00050 .0067
-.0204
-.023314192 .300 600004 23616 4042 1.0254 .0098 .0026 .0039 -.0211
-.0262
'	 14193 -300. 5487.6 27.86 4.69 .1.1592 .0077 ».0070 -.0026 -.0102 -.053814144 42.99 5.971.1 31.03 9.09 1.3013 .0053
-,02.67 -.0140 --0021 -4623441-95 .299 $960.9 35.62 9.23 1.4226 -.0009 -.0216
-.0215
-.0026 -.001614196 .299 5977*6 34.51 4.89 10.4995
-.0063 -:0045 -.0183
-.0074 -.084614197 .300 5993.7 43.69 4090 1.5450
-00107 .OL90 -.0078' -.0197 -."1414196 .296 5936.4 47.49 9620 1.643T
-.OISZ .0331 -.0072 -.OZZZ -,004314199 •300 3994.8 .63 4986 .0327 .0170 4012 .0001
-.0114 -.0243
NASA LANGLEY 7 % 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
TEST 24 RUN	 134
T/ MACH 0 ALFHAZ eEr4t CLZ cDZ CHS1 CR#S2 cYNs2 CTSZ coatOUR. HUNG. PA OEG DEG
14164 :300 601143 062 4.96 .0021 .0046 ,0026
-:DG01
-.0136 -.0165 .000414105 0300 6000.5 -2.05 5.01 -.0005 .0050
-.0107 .0004
-.0111 -.0136 .0003141a6 .300 5097.1 .59 4.91 .0024 40048 «0029 ^.0001 -.0137 -.0165 .000314187 .301 4023.2 3.95 5.17 .0217 .0060 .0251 -.0009 -.0139 -,Dili 1000914188 .300 ?979.1 7.77 9.10 .0475 .010# .0525 -*0017
-.0130 -.0168 .001714189
- -	
9301 6016.2 11.75 4.95 .0195 .0211 .0036 -.0026 -.0121
-.0174 10032
_	 14199 .294 - _. 5969 4 1	 - 15.92 .9.10	 -
-1105 .9354- -.1188
-.0037- -.0133 -.0191 .004414191 .300 6012.2 19.76 4.91 .1350 .0507 .1486 --0045 -.0129
-.0194 .004214192 .300 6000.4 23.80 9.12 .1394 .0701 .1507
-.0055 -.0I34
-.0216 .002914193 000 5987.6 Mal 1.00 .1800 .0911 .2106 -.0066 -.0141
-.0256 .001314194.' 0299 5972.7 31677 5.49 .1964 .1107 .2397	 .. -.0093 -.0.161 -.0305 .001114195 .299 596499 39 n 56 5666 .2150 .1392 .2718
-.0125 -.0184 -.0373 .005134196. _ .299.
-
_5971.6 39.46 5.36 .2387 .1741 .3065













-	 -.0157	 -- *.0206' -•0481 .0061
	 -
.2579 .3577
-.bail -.0204 -.0483 .004714194
.	 ._.






To MACH 0 ALaHAZ 1ETAZ C92 CA2 Chi CRN2 CTr2 CT2 COCA
mum NUNe
-	 #A DEG OED
14164-
.309 6011.1 *62 - 0.56 .0021 .0046_ .0026 .0000 -.0136
-.0165 .600114165 0300 4000.5
-2.05 5.01 -.0087 .0047 -.0107 -.0000 -.0111 -.0136 *000114166 .300 5967.1 65.9 4.91 00024 60048 .0029 .0000 -4137 -.0165 .000114167 :301 6026.2 3.45 5,17 .0221 .0045 .02$1 .0001 -.4139 -.0171 .000214188 .360 5979.7 7.77' 9.30 .0516 *0642 .0525 .0001 -.0131.
_.0165 :000414189 •301 b016.2 11.75 4.95 .0824 .0044 .0856 .0001 -.0130
-.0174 .000814190 .299
-596941 15-.92 9.10 .1159. .0038 .118E .0001 -.0138 -.0191 .0011_14191 .300. 601Z.2 19.76 4.90 •1442 .0020 +1486 .0001 -.0136 -.0194 •0010143,92 .300 6000*4 23.40 9.1Z .1741 7.0002 .1e0. .0004 -.0145 -.0216 .0006
..	 14193 '.300 5987.6 27.41 5.00. .2017 -.0034 .2106 .0007 -.0156
-.0256 .00021.4194 0299 59727 31..77` 5.49 ZZ57. -.0096 .2197 .0005 -.0186 -..0305 4000114195 .299. 596409 35*56 $066 .2.583 --.0136 .2714 .6006
-.0222 ".6373 .001014196 .299 9977.6 39.46 9.36 .2949 -.0173 .3065 .0007 -•0242 -.0415 .0013
14197	 -. .300, 5113303 43.64 502 .3381 -.0214 .34.93 .0007
-,0274 -.0481 .0013
-	 -	 14294- .298 593&.4 80.44 -5.75 .37i0 -,0266" .3877-- -.COOT -..0293 -.0453- .0010
14199 .300 5994.8 .59 4.07 .0021 .0047 .0024 .0000






7 X 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL

























-0013 -•0015 .0067 .0167 .0072
4 14243 .300 0991r1.
.37 -4.86





-5003 .1924;.j.. 02 ,7036 .0035 :0099 .0177 .0075





-	 ^00+ .0063 .0040 .0109 .0167
.0076 <'








































































.0230 G '6011.9 ,3T -4.94





































-4003 .0002 .0100 ,0180




.0109 `•4056 .0028 .0101 .0177 Ca;














































-.0160 .0168 .0063 .0263










14ZI3 ..30.0 6012,3 43.49
-5.17 1.5627













-.0036 .0164 .0004 .0005 .0102 ,0!75
,y
t RASA LANGLET T x 10 HIGH	 Si-EEO TUNNEL
v




































-.0000 .0001 .OI.Z5 .0144 .0003 tti -`i:





























-4.74 .1515 .0709 .1790 .0065 .0147 ,0244
.Q0Z3







.2091 .0077 .0152 .02@1
.0002













.0054 v14213 ,300 6012.1 43.54
--4.66 '.2539 .2152 .3465 .0090 .0105
.0306
14214 .300 6006.8 47.52




1 1,715 .300 6011.9 .43
-4.83 .0003 .0049 .0005 .0001 .0126 .0145
.0050
.0003 #





















































14ZOb .300 5991.9 15.87 -4.84 11131 .0034 .1179 .0003 .0134 .0176
. 0009
V
14207 .Z99 5967.4 20.02




























































-.QOlb .0098 0164 .0012
N.








11	 it	 ^;c^ ` ^ 14}
}
r
NASA LANGLEY 7 x 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
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.0004 .0004 4014 40106
'.. 11945
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,2323 *1622 .2907 0004
-:(DOOR ».6002 - .0004
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.03 .0144 .0048 .0191 .0000 ..0603 .0003
,8001
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.1048 ,0018 .1044 00000
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NASA L406GtEY 7 1 10 H1C,H SPEED TUNNEL
' TE'ii 24 OWN
	
134
7P MACH 0. ALPHA BETA CL CD C"s CRMS CYNS CTS CDC06U  . HWSB BEG14331 .306 605262 .60 4.77 60311 .0173 00019 -40086 00236 -.0757 0007514332 .300 60.49.1 -1.98 4896 -*1053 .0219 -.0201 -.0051 .0164 -.0594 .006714W •300 6045.8 .70 4.86 .0300 .0173 .0033 - .0089 .0241 -.0765 •007514334 .301 60144.4 3;95 4.91 •2371 .0299 00350 -.0102 .0241 - .0725 .0076t 1.433'5 ,300 4635.9 7.80 9.08 .4881 .0757 .0159' -:0113 .4242 -.0754 ,007614336. .300 6030.1 14.80 4.91 .0087 .1781 .1313 .4127 .0241 -.0745 .008014!37 .300 602607 15994 401 . 1.3791 .3072 .1801 -.0137 00236 -.0728 .0083141314 r100 6631.2 20.03 9.11 1.3795 .4942 .2444 -.0111 .4224 -.0729 .008414339 .300 6037.4 23.91 5.10 1.53,16 .6667 .2496 .0066 - .0054 -.0362 .009514340 •300 6034.9 278! 4.09 106423 .6549 .3237 .0196 -.0648 .0271 .011944341 *299 6.015.2 31.7?	 - 4.92 1.6268 .9935 .3734 -.0066 -.0737 .0388 .0132
' 10#342 .239 6011.1 15.68. 4.96 1.6386 1.1584 .4127:. -.0226 -.0763 .0181 .014014343 •301 6077.7 39.19 5007 L 6431 1.3459 .4552 -.0342 -.0551 -.0233 .0146
' 14344 •301 6097.2 43.75 4.50 1.5551 1.4633 .4582 -.0323 -.0292 -0251 017314343 .300 6038.7 069 405 .0425: •016.5 00039 -.0081 .0211 ^.0659 .0072
TEST 94 PUN
	 1395-. T
 HACK 0 ALPHA. BETA S;tl CA CM CR11 CYM CYs .NUM NUMB PA DEG DEG c14331 .300 6052.2 .60 4*77 .0312 .0170 .001.9 -,0069 .0235 -075714332 .800 404981 -1098 4696 -.1060 .0103 - .026:. -.0044 .0105 -.05.9414313 .300 6045.6 .70 4606 .0.382 ,0169 .0033 -.0092 .0240 -.076:`
'
14334 .3 .01- 6056.4 3095 4.91 - ?386 .0135 .0350 -.0118 .0234 -.0725 f14335 .300. 603509 7985 5.08 4.4519 .0084 .0759 ».0145 .0224 -.0754}. 44336: x300 603001 12. 1Q 4.91 0.281 .0047 x1913 -.0174 .0209 -.075514337 0300 6026,7 15.99. 4691 1.1219 -.0014 .1801 -.0196. .0191 -.072814334 .300 6031.2 20.03 .5-11 1.14693 -0.0061 .2444 -.0181 -0173 -.072.914339 .300 6037.4 23. 91 5:10 1.6704 - ,0114 .2696 .0063 -.0023 -.03621.140 .300 6034.9 27.86 4.89 1.0514 -.Q123 .3237 .0476 -.0481 .0271 114341 •299 6015[2 $1.77 4.92 1.9"162 -.0118 0734 .6332 -.0661 .038814342 .299 6011.1 35.68 4..96 2.0068 -.0149 .4127 .0261 -.07.52 .Orel1434.3 .361 6077.7 39,79 5007 211234 -,0176 .4592 .0090 -.,0642 -.0233: 14344 .301 6457.2 43075 4.60 2.1352 -.0103 :4582 =.0031 -.0434 -.025114348 .300 6038.1 .69 4.75 .0427 .0180 .0039 -.0084 .0210 -.0659
S
k
NASA LANGLET 7 1 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
`. TEST 2 +r RUN
	
139{.{ TP NACH q ALP HA2 eETA2 CL2 CD2 CNSt CRM52 CYM52 [452 G002NUM mums PA BEG DEG14331 .300 6052.2 .53 4.76 •0057 .0063 .0058 -.0000 -.0131 -0156 .000814332 .300 6049.1 -2.04. 4.94 -.0309 .0072 -.QZ82 .00.10 -..0104 -.0124 .00071433 .3 .300 60450 .64 4.89 .0075 .0064 .0075 -.0001 -.0131 -.0195 .000814334 .301
-
6056.4 3.89 4.96 .0667 .0103 .0589 -.0016 -.0124 -.0147 .0009
- -	 14335 •300 60350 -	 7.75- 5.16 .1493 .6253 .1304	 - -.0036 -.0125 -.01.57 -000914336 .300 6030.1 12.03 5.07 .2615 .6596 .2306 -.0056 -.0114 -.0160 .001214337 4300 6026.7 15492 5.11 .3510 .1035 .3193 -•60072 -10110 -.0157 .002514336 :300 6031.2 39.96	 , 5.37 ,4713 ..1697. .4303 -.0099 -.0105 -.0165 .0052
r 14339 9300 6037.k 23.45 9.41 .5.366 .2314 .5114 -.:0100 --.OL14 -.0197 .0060'14340 •300 603409 27.BZ 5.24 .5606 .2963 .5835 <.00B9 -.0157 -.0291 .00731434,1.. 4299 6015.2 31*71 9.31 86040 .3593 .6453 -.0117 -.0203 -.0386 .007214342 .299 60;61.1 35.63 5.39 .6243 .4267 .7039 -.4164 -.4260 -.0515 .006214343 .301 607'7.* 39.74 5.95 .6419 .5053 .7701 -.0213 -.0291 -.0618 .0079 `I14744 .301 6,5762 43.70 5631 .6136 05503 .7896 -.0162 -.0191 -.0417 .0051




TP PACK q ALPHA2 8E742 CNZ CAZ 012 CRN2 CT112 CY2 COC2NUN NUKr PA DEG 0EG
14331 6300 6052.2 .53 4.70 .0037 .0062 .0078 .0001
-.0131 -.0156 .000214332. ..300 6049,1 -404 4.04 - .0311 .0063 -.0262 .0007 -.0105 -.0124 .0002
.	 14333 000 6045.6. .64 4,:69 ..0076 .0063 .4007'5 .0001 -.0131 -.0155 ..000214334 •301 6016.4 3.89 4.96 .0673 .0058 .0589 -.0008 -,0125 -.0147 .000214335 6300 6035.9 7.76 5..16 .151+1 .0:49 .1304 -.0018 -.0128 -.0157 6000214336 x300 6030.1 -- 12.03-	 - 5.07 -	 - .2652 .0040 .2304 -.0034 -.0126 -.07,60 .000314337 0300 6626.7 15692 $.11- .3717 .0013 .3193 -.0039 -•.4126 -.0157 ..0006 r
•
14138 -300 6031.2 19.96 9.37 15009 -.0014 .4303 -.0057 -.0133 ^.0165 .001214$39.. .36"0 6037.4 13.65 5.41 .5645 -.0055 .5114 -..0046 -.0145 -.0197 .001414340 ..306 6034.9 27.82 9.24 .6517 -.0089 .8.835 -.00.06 -10181' -.02.vl 0016 114341
.-
.2.99 6015.2 31.71 5.34 .7021 -.0126 .6453 .0008 -.0234 -.0386 .0415 a	 -:".14342 .299 6011.1 .35.,63 5:39 .7560 -.0160 .1039 .0018 -.0306 -.0515 .0018"	 i `14343 .301 6077.7 39.74 .1.53 .8166 -.4214 .7701 .DQZZ -.4360 -.0618 .001714344 .301 6057.2 43,70 5.31 .8238 -.0260 .7595 10001 -.-0264. -.0437 -.00Oa1434.5 .300 6036.7 .63 4.76 •0075 .0064 .0065 .0000 -.0.119 -.0199 .0001
n '=t.	 14.45
fig
7 1 t a HIGH SPEED
Coz	 CRS2	 CAKSZ






.02614 	 1325	 . 0054
.0549	 zl3e	 . OD59


















.0060	 .01321	 .0013Do$&	 •1325	 QOzb
:0017	 .2138	 .00351cola	 . 3210	 4047
	
.069	 .0059-:0016 
















































































1 T fh	 ^".A	 ^ D.F'M. 	,gPs 3 __i^	
^'. ^ ^'"^ ^






143416.	 :30	 604420so:	 bat#?.%
1434 1 	.300	 60so.414 149	 6626.460160143$0	
.300	 6024 s30300	 6046*2
99 14153	 :300	 60
	
14354.	 300	 *0S206








































































39.66	 -5.03	 2.104443.60	 -4.73	 2.1297
.36	 -5.01















































































































































14346 .300 	600.4	 -4.97	 .05913.90
14344	 .300	 6030.00 	 7092	 -Seas	 .1510
.143,30	 .300	 602.8 .9	 11.95 	 .1420
14351	 .300	 6024.3.	 16.06	 .390.
1052 	 •300	 600.2	 20.04	 .4562
14353
	
• 300	 6047.9	 -4.49	 •5336
1435#4 	 •300	 6052.6	
Z3.74








-4 . 6	 .636614357	 . 39.71	 .. . .
14359	 301	 606,1 .0	 :4.21








	TEST	 Z4	 0	 &LpHkz	 &ETAZ






14346	 0300	 60420	 -1:99	 -5.01	 -*0X46
14347	 .300	 600.5	 e40	 -4.76.	 -.00z6
14348	 .300	 eaSO.4	 3.90	 -4.97	 .6596




	116 351	 0300	 6044.3	 11.94	
-4*00
	






14,353	 •3 	 60"7'9	 Z3.74	 -4-4'j
	
14354	 . 300	 6052.6	 28.05	 _4.32	 .65346
	14355	 .300	 6034.0	 31.71	 -4.66	 6934
	 6	 *300	 60762	 3S.79 	 -4.37	 .7361
	
14357	 :300	 6041.06	 '0246	39.7 	 -4	
Boqo
	




361	 43.6414159 	 044	 :5.1 oz	 -.0001
	
14360	 .300
NASA tANGLEY 7 1 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
TEST 24 RUN	 141

















.0333 .0161 .0024 -.0003 -.0108 -.0240 .0077





.2387 .0.301 .0339 -.0041 -.0109 -.0246 .0076





























3.01 1.3641 .4822 xZ390 -.0164	 - -.0055
-.0315 .0061
































1.6483 1.3474 .4936 -.8241 -.0313 -.0477 .0132








-.0002 -.0109 =.0220 .0077
TEST 24 RUN	 141
TP MACH 0 ALPHA BETA. CN CA CM CRM CYM CY%UH. NU#6 PA DEG DEG.
44372 .301 6060.6 .55 4.94 .0359 .0169 .0006 -.0002
-.0114 -.026114373 .301 6064.4
-1.56 5.02
-.0902 .6176 ••.0193 .0024 -.0092
-.OL9214374
1437*
.301 6064.Z .62 4.95 .0354 .0137 .QGZ4
-.0001 -.0308- -.0240
14376
.300 6045.9 3.93 9.00 .2402 .0136 .0339 -.0034
-.0131 -.0246
14377




0300 4037.2 12.09 4.61. .61.47 .0041 .1297
-.0088 -.0101 -.0300
14379
.300 603866 16.00 9:06 1.1231 -.003 .1515
-.0124 -.0.107 -.03060300 6044.9 19.84 5.01 1.4468 -.0095 .2390
-.0136 °.0107 -.031914360 .301 606.4.1 23.62 4.95 1..6937 -.0118
.2948 .0162
-.0244 -.00741 1,361
.300 6072.4 27.61 4.91 1.6572
-.0121 .3194 .0452 -.0389 .010914382 .36Z 6100.0 11.61 4082 1.9262
-.0127 .3757 .0256 -.0426 1008914384 .301 6073.9 35.74 5.20 2.0195





39.72 5.13 2.1290 .0171 .4536. .0015 -.0395 -.0477
.301 43.65 3.23 2.1385
-.0192 .4562 -.0063
-.0324
-.053514387 .300 6053.9 .58 4.79 .0366 .0182 .0026
-.0001
-.0109 -.0220
NASA LANGLEY 7 % i0 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
TEST 24 RUN -	 :14`1
TP HACH 4 ALPHA2 SET42 CLZ C0: CMS2 CRMSZ CTM52 CTS2 COBZNUN NUKI PA DEG DEG
14372 .301 6060.6 .49 4.99 .0051 .0061 .0049
-,0000
-.0134 -.0161 .00001437:3 .301 6064.4
-1.92 4.99
-.0271 .0045 -.0249 .0010
-.0107 -.0128 .0007 514374 .301 6064.2 .55 4496 .0060 .0054 00053 -.0001
-.0125 -.0147 .000714375 .300 6045.9 3.06 3.05 .0667 .6099 .0503 ^.0017 -.0130 -.0156 .000914376
14377
.300 6046.5 7.71 5.03 .1406 .024.7 .1297
-.0034
-00123 -.0158 .0000
.300 6037.1 12.02 4.96 .2971 .0564 .2264
-,0053
-.0115 -.0156 .001414378 .300 6036.6 15.93 5.26 .3582 .1034 .3199
-.0074
-.0111
-.0158 .00Z61437.9 .300 6.044.9 1.9.78 3.16 •4622 .1644 .4707
-.0093
-..0.101
-0157 .004914380 .304 6064.1 23.76 5.25 .5446. .2338 45179
-.0095
-,0114 .0.149' .0063 -14381 .300 6032.4 27.75 5.2.5 .5619 .Z963 .5630 -.0089
-.0152 .0284 .0073
g
14302` .302 610060 31.75 5621 .6103 .3625 .6506 «.0111 -.0185 -.0354 .007314384 .301 6073.9 35646 9.64 .6255 .4283 .7040
-.0166
-.0255 -.0507 .0084 3,=14365
.3R# 6084.7 39.67 5.61 .6424 .5045 .7692
-.0203




14387. .:300 .6053.9 .52 4.1.0 .0058 .005.9 .0049
-.6000 -.0124 -.0146 .0007
TEST 24 RUM	 141
IF MACH 0 ALP.HA2 6ETAZ CHI CAZ CM2 CRM2 {YM2 CYZ COC2NUM NUM! PA DEG DEG
w	 14372 .301 6060.6 .4.9 4.99 .0051 .0060 .0045 .0001
-.0134 -40161 .000214373 .301 6064.4.
-1.92 4.9. 9
-.02?3 .0056 -.0249 .0006
-p Q. 7. -.0128 .000214.3.74 .301 6064.2 .513 4.96 .0060 :0054 .0053 .0001 -.0125
-.6147 .00021437 13 .300 6045.4 3.86 5 05 .Ob72 .0054 •4563
-.0009
-.0130 -x0156 .000214376 .800 6046.5 7.71 5.03 .1906 .4443 .1297 -..0018
-.0126 -.0158 .000214377 .300 6037.1 12.02 4696 .2637 .0036 .2264
-.0026
-.0124	 ' -.0156 .0003 '
_	
I4378 .360 6038.6 15.93 5426 .3726 00011 .3199
-.0040
-.0127 -.0156 .0006 t1 0,379 .300 6044.9 19.76 3.26 .4906
-.0017 .4207 -.0053
-.0126 -.0157 .0012143,8.0 .301 6.0..64.1 23.76. 9.25 .5927
-00054 .5179 -.0042 °.0143 -.0199. .001514381 .300 6051.4 27.79 9:.25 .6929 ^.0R67 .5e30
-.0008.
-.0176. -.0284 .061614382 .302 6100.0 31.75 9.21 .7097
-.012.9 .6509 .0003 =.0216 -.0354 .001614184 .?rl 6073.9 35.68 5.64 •7579_
-.0170 .7040 .0014
-.0304 -.0507 .001814365 .131 6064.7 39.67 9.61 .8166
-.0217 .7692 ..0015
-.0337 -.0568




" NASA LANGLET 7 x 10 HIGH S PEED TUNNEL






















-.0033 90003 .0100 .0192 •0079









.6045 .0177 " 60072
143A1
44342





























































































































-.007,9 •0085 .0177 s

































































































NASA LANGtEY 7 M 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL









































































































































































































































































117--hr.	 1; .1 A
"Ask LANGLEY z x l0 HIGH STEEP TUNNEL
TEST .14 RUN	 143





















14416 •300 6052.0 -1091 - .00 - .0857 .0209
.0189
_.0149
-.O02b .0010 -.0017 *0064 .0057






6040.6 4.60. -.01 .2351 .6307 0156 Oooq -.002i 0056:0051
.0057
.0060
.300 6033.4 5.64 .00 •37047 .0509 :059, .0013
.0015
-.0022
-.00ZZ .000, 41 .0064
14421 6300 6054.0 ?466 000 .500 60808
.1191
.2844
.1063 .0010 -.0024 .00 50 .006614422 .300 60441 -4P 9.95 -.02
-.00
.6318
.7789 .1703 .1332 .0020 -.0025 * 0030 .006614423 0300 6050.5 11.01





. 6036.1 1b.02 1.0180 OoO .1068 .0012 -.0019
-.00ZG -0011
.00736































.3926 .601.5 -.QOZ5 -voUq •009914432 6302 6109*1 29606
-.06 6@ 2. 11: I.0J98 .4102 .0007 - .0017 - .a"? .009514433 -301
.300
61167-46053-2
31.6433.53 -.10 1*6566 1.1015 .4172 .0008 -.0001 - .0074 .010414414





14436 .309 6057*2 37.71 -.40 1.6747 J.Z759 .4,5454.452
.0006
.00.12 -.0019 -.0037 . 0 136 1714437 n 500 6049.0 39*55 -Oso 196459
-.0060
1.3376
.0160 - . 00 64 •0010 -.0011 .0156 .0056
















-000 -00179 .0160 -00044 :0006 -.0017 .0055
.0061



























. GS91 001.5 -.0021 .005124420 %300 603344 5 ►847.06 .00 .5133 .0106 0844 .0018 -.0ozo 004414423 .300
-300
6054.0
bo4d.^ 9.95 .6420 .0082 01063 00ozz -.0021 .0050. 144ZZ


















1748Z -.06 1.3260 -.0038 .2153 .0016 - . 0016 .001114426
.301 6076.2 19.95 -.00 1.5153 -.00Tb 2461 .0021 -.0012 -. 0021














*3383 60019 -.0019 -.00271443 0 .300 6059-1
604469 27.74 _,00 1.0615 -.0124 .3707 .0026 -.0025 -.001514434
14432
0600



















35.67 2.0730 -.0136 .#^ 40 .0617 Oboa -^005614435
14416 •300. 6657.2 37071 -.40 2.1093 -.0150 .4548 -.0007
. 00433
-.0037






14436 .300 6058.4 -,43 .00 -.0061 .0160
w.
1RASA LANGLEY 7 A 10 NIGH SPEED TUNNEL



















































































































































































































































































































































































































.301 6067.4 33.b3 433 67433
- .6106
00181443Y15435




































































































































I'mg 	 .2091060	 .390i"581
	 -30014582	 03001403
	 .301
14" 14 	 SO*
TEST	 14 .. .
EP	 MACH
Nun	 HUMS














































































































































































	.0 3 	 .0048
	 	
.0944













































































































































NASA LAJl%LEY 7 X 10 NIGH SPEED TUNNEL











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.	 14689 .300 6066..2.
15.91 -4.q6


















.0419 .0007i. 14612 .300
4.99 6040.9 34.67
•4.64 .0800










14615 .301 6110.1 39 44 -4. s5
4

































.033'3 -.0004 .0133 .
.Q36S -.0002










14609 - -.300 - 6.066.2 ♦5.91
-4.96





















-.0066 .1312. - 0014
.0209
.0227 .0419 .0002 114611
14613 .294
.

















































-00040 .0011 -.0011 .0010 .0058
¢ '
14633 .301 41061.7
















2012 .01 91299 .0197
-.0018 .0011 -00016 -00011 •0054
•
14636 .299 403!.1







-.D023 .0017 -.0022 -..,+:36 .0062
























.09 •6110 .1341 -.0310 •0009 -.0023 -.0051 •0073






















17.44 .11 .6497 ^i2421 -.0844 .0013 -.0022 -.0052 .0076.









.0033 -.0104 -.0005 .0070


























-.1283 .0147 -.634!5 .0137 .0109





















35.71 024 09498 0440
-61459 .0124 -.4267 .0094 .0206








-.1409 -.0049 .0099 .0493 .0238














.844 6427.4 43657 .32 .9345 .4827 -.1376
-.0020 .0024 .0172 .0276
.300 6056.3 45.71 .38 09234 09364 -61655 ,0101 -.0130
-00241 .027114657 0300 6064.5 47.53 *52 .9131 69806 -01656 .0026
-.0153 -.0376 .0274?> 14656 .301 61034
-.4Z -.00 -00099 .0173
-.0036 .0012
-.0014 .0007 .0056 y
TEST 24 NUN	 151
$ TF MACH. 0 ALPHA NET& CH Ck CM CRN CYM .. CY1 NUM NuM& ►A DEG DEG
14630 4300 607083 -.42 -400
-.0134 .0167 -0026 .0010 -.0015 .000614631 .300 6075.4 -3.94
-.03
-•1690 .0162
-.0040 .0010 -.0012 ,001014632 .300 6082.9 -1.03
-001 -.0650 .0176
-.0032 .0009
-.0014 .000514633 .301 606807
-*62 - n 00
-00044 .0175
-.0024 .0009 -.0016 .0000
1
. 14634 .300 6066.7 2.12 .01 .IZ95 .0149 -00015 .0011
-.0016 -.001114635 0360 60T107 3.86 *04 •2237 .0114 -.0007 .0613





.300 6656.6 7.75 .07 .4332 .0064
-•0073 .43018 -.0019 -.0045
".300 6065.4 10.09 .08 .5407 .0050 -.0174 .0016 -.0020 -.005214639 .100 606503 11.16 .09 .6255 .0057 +.0310 .0014 -.0021
-.0051
14640 .300 607403 13..73 *10 07025 .0097
-.0505 .0016
-.3020
-.005414641 9300 6010.6 15.94 615 .7269 .0190 -.0910 .0107
-.0119 .000414642 .301 6044.6 17.6• .11 .7307 .0213 -.0894 .0019
-.0017 -.005214643 .301 6106.4 19.66 .14 .7824 .0214 -.0949 .0085 -.0052 -.000819444 .301 6107.3 21.66 .19 .8267 .0146
-.1003 .0112 -.0119 .D04314645 ..300 6072.0 23.63 .14 .9965 .0166
-.1112 00154
-.0173 .011414646 n300 6092.3 25.82 017. .96.21 •0157
-•1213 .0210
-.021.7 .0122
.,' 146'47 .301 6105•• 27.62 .14 1.6284 .0108 -.1283 .0314
-.0291 .013714648 ,301 609168 29.45 .Z2 1.0669 .0092 -.1332 .0342 -.0286 .009914649 •300 6078.9 31.56 .26 1.0977 .0072
-.1360 .0326 -.0230 -.003014650 •300 6052.5 33.63 .30 1.1370 .0053
-.1408 .0269
-.0164 -.010514651 4300 605661 75.74 .Z8 101729 .0042 -*1459 .0296
-.0145 .006414652 .301 6097.2 37.75 .21 1.1995 .0003 -.1409
-.0100 .0048 .049314653 400 booz.6 39.77 .22 1.2244
-.0022 -.1435
-.0073 .0037 .0446
s' 14654 .299 6045.1 41.6'5 .35 lam -09039 -.1443
-.0053 .Dail .03511.4655 .299 6027.4 43.37 .32 1.2553 -.0046 -.1576 -.0031 .0004 .G17214656 .300 6050.3 45.75 .36 1.3119
-60066 -.1655 .0164 ».0019 -.0241
'
14637 .300 606405 47.53 .52 1.3399
-.0113 --.1456 .0130









^^;3ra	 .z,•	 6b 7
	





NAPA LANGLEY 7 K 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
























-.08 -.0089 .0050 -00143 .0000 -.000.1 -.0004 -.00Z7
14633 .301 40#6.7







-.0013 .0000 ".0000 -.0002
-00028
14635 •300 6021.7

















617 .0216 .0066 .0343
-,0000 -.0003 -.0006
-.0616'
14639 .300 6065.1 11.86
.21 .027! .0079 .0436
-.0000
-.0001 -.0004 -.0011
14640 •300 6074.3 1303
44
028
.0624. .0091 .0509 .0000 .0001 .0001 -.0012
14641










14643 0301 610664 1946 .39 .0410
.0144 .0728
-.0000 .0000 .0001 -.0031












-.0000 -.OGG9 .0002 -.0024























.0610 .0366 .1313 .0002 .0002 .0012 .0013


















.300 6082.6 39.76 .70 .0994 .0606 4165.5 ,0054 •0064 .0219 .0031
14655





.1061 .0707 .1793 .0019 .0020 .0104 .0048
14657 000














TEST 24 RUN	 151

































-.0009 .0044 -.0013 .0000
-.0000 -.0002 -.0007





.0044 .0102 .0000 -.0000
-.0001
-.0007















-.000414638 .300 6065.4 10.09. .21 .0288 .0029 .0436
-.0000' -.0001
-.0004 -.0003
.	 14639 .300 - 6065.3 :11.06 -	 .24 .6336 .0022 ".0500
-.0009 .0001 .0001 -.0004
14640
14641
.300 607;.3 13.73 .26 .0367 .0017 .OSCS
-.0000 .000G
-.0001





-301 6094.6 17.67 .34 .0470 .0002 .0728
-.0000 .0000 .0001
-.0009








-.000714645 .300 6072.0 23.63 .44 .0656
-10035 .0967 .0000 .0002
-0006
-6000514646 ..300 -6002.3 25.61 .49
.0723 -.0050 .1081 .0000 .0003 .0000 -.000314647 .301 6105.8 27.02 .50 .0700
-40066 .1158 .0001 ,0009 .0023
-.000014648 ,301 6091.6 29.44 .59 .0830 -.0076 .1227 .0001 .0010 .0026 .000114649 0300 6078.9 31.56 .65 .0892
-.0095 .1313 .0001
-0003 .0012 .000214650 .300. 6052.5' 33:63 .72 .0954 -'.0114 .1798 .0001 .0002 .0014 .0.00414654 .300 6056.1 35.16 .72 .103Z -.0129 .1501 .0002 .0037 .0104 .000514652 .301 6097.2 37.75 .66
-1.091 -.0144 .1571 .0001 .0093 .0239 .000614,653 .300	 _ 6082.6. 39.76 .70 .1.152 -.0166 0165!2 .0000 .0064 .0219 .000714654 •Z99 604511 41.65 .65 .1196
-.0193 .1714 .0000 .0071 .0195 .000014655 .Z99 6027.4 43057 .83 .1256
-.0219 .1793
-.0000 .0028 .0104 .00111 1,656 .300 6058.3 45.77 .91 .1304 -.0246 ..1657 .ODO1 -.0008 .0033 0001214657 .300 '6064.5' 41.52 1.07 .1363 -.0270 .1936 .0000 -.0085
-.011.4 ..001314656 .303 6.103.7 -.42

















l g ^ '
-41 _ h-iA LANGLEY 7 X 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL












































































































































































































t	 Fq	 - 1460.2.














ae:,'_;1 .OI67 -.0005 -.0004 -.0113
-.0221























































































































































































































































































































































































































































.0001 -.002x' .0092 .0202 .00TZ
144,61
.300 6063.3 4.15, -4.88 .2079
.0152
.025.1
-.0012 .0602 4115 .0239 .0082
14681
I4689























.0077 .0124 .0219 .0080
1. 4691 0300 6071.0 19.99 -4095
.6902
.2129 -00105 .010 •0112 .0239 .0008








































-.1357 .0244 -.0059 .0303 .0220
14697 .300 6060.6











TEST 24 RUN' 153TP
KUM
MACH






















.0141 .0001 --OOle .0093 ,0202
14687

























.6341 .0040 -.0332 .0050 •0137 .0219
14691



















































NASA LANGLEY -	 7 X 10 NIGH SPEED TUNNEL





































14687 0300 6063.3 4.22 -4.83
















































































.1064 •0607 .1676 .0064
.0109 .0203 .0637.













































































































-4.64 *1160 -.0177 .1676 - .019 .6126 .0203
.0007
.000914697 .300 4060.6 431 -5.04 .0001 .0044
-0002 .0000. .0138. .0168 ».0007
NASA LAVOLVY 7 X 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL

























-.0638 .0190 .0337 -.0047 .0178
-.0590 .0066
















14759 .300 6075.5 15.57 4.85
.13il
-.2752 -.0084 .0209 -.0774 .0079








.301 6089,7 23.6 4 4.96 1.1140
.3555
-.4135 -.0055 •0169 -.0846 ,0073
14762 .300 e050.4 27.87 4668
.4751
-•4652
-.0049 .0122 -00826 .0070




























































































































































NASA LANGLEY 7 1 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
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Strake - fuselage juncture








(* Details ox the vertical tail.
Figure L Concluded.










tb) Rear view. Wing sweep = 6C 	 large strake.
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la, Main balance longitudinal data.
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^ZLIQ) Nose balance lateral-directional data.	 l
figure I Concluded.
(a) Main balance longitudinal data.
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figure 5. Continued.
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